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Summary 
During this project the eight steps of systems engineering process have been applied in 
order to develop a student bicycle. The project is limited by making a conceptual design 
of the student bicycle, one concept for a female version and one concept for a male 
version.  
 
To successfully make a student bicycle needs and preferences had to be retrieved from 
the students. This is done with an online survey. A total of 169 students from mainly 
Europe answered the questions of the survey. The result of the survey includes that 
students want a bicycle to be cheap, and to be able to carry goods. From the way students 
use their bicycle it is clear that the students want a bicycle that can be secured easily and 
good. Bicycles also need to follow specific standards and traffic requirements depending 
on the country they will be used in. In this project the ISO 4210-2 and ISO 4210-6 
standards have been used. From the results of the survey and the ISO standards the 
functional and technical requirements have been derived. After brainstorming different 
aspects of the student bicycle has been made and put into a morphological chart. From the 
morphological chart three concepts were produced and drawn into integrated concepts. 
Using the Pugh-analysis one concept was chosen, the Z-frame bicycle. This concept 
includes a unique frame, side kickstand, separate luggage carrier, integrated front light, 
back light mounted on the luggage carrier integrated chain lock, steer lock and a visible 
serial code on the frame. 
 
The locks and visible serial code in addition with the unique frame will make stealing the 
bicycle unattractive to thieves.  Integrating the front light will reduce the failures caused 
by external factors. From a reliability allocation table it is estimated that the first failure 
that needs maintenance will occur after 226,2 hours of usage, the responsible part for this 
first failure is the wheel. And with a bill-of-materials the price is estimated to be €189,54 
(about 1600 SEK). The requirement retrieved from the results of the survey is €200 
(about 1690 SEK), which is a good result. Simulating forces on the frames in SolidWorks 
shows that the frames are capable of handling the weight and forces that the rider 
produces on the bicycle body. Further testing and designing is necessary to make the 
bicycle safe for students to use. The steps to do are displayed in a Gantt-chart with the 
associated estimate times. The resulted conceptual student bicycle is a good 
representation of what a student needs and prefers in a bicycle. 
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Samenvatting 
In dit afstudeerverslag zijn de acht stappen van systematisch ontwerpen toegepast om tot 
een concept ontwerp van een studentenfiets te komen. Dit project is beperkt tot een 
conceptueel ontwerp van een heren- en vrouwenfiets.  
 
Om tot een succesvol ontwerp te komen is er een online onderzoek (zie appendix 1) 
gedaan onder 169 studenten, grotendeels uit Europa. Studenten willen een goedkope fiets, 
die goederen kan vervoeren op een bagagedrager. Ook moet de fiets gemakkelijk en 
degelijk op slot te zetten zijn. In dit verslag worden de ISO 4210-2 en de ISO 4210-6 
normen gebruikt. Samen met het resultaat van het online onderzoek en de ISO normen 
zijn hiervan de functionele en technische eisen afgeleid. Na verschillende 
brainstormsessies over verschillende aspecten van de studentenfiets zijn de ideeën in een 
morfologisch overzicht ondergebracht. Vanuit dit morfologisch overzicht zijn drie 
concepten gekozen waarvan er via een Pugh analyse één concept is uitgekozen, het Z 
frame concept. Dit concept heeft een uniek frame, zij standaard, bagagedrager achterop, 
een in het frame geïntegreerde koplamp, een op de bagagedrager gemonteerd achterlicht, 
een in het frame verwerkt kettingslot, een stuurslot en een zichtbaar serienummer op het 
frame. De sloten en het zichtbare serienummer in combinatie met het unieke frame maakt 
de fiets onaantrekkelijk voor dieven. Door de koplamp te integreren in het fietsframe 
wordt de kans op defecten door externe factoren aanzienlijk verkleind.  
 
De ‘betrouwbaarheid toewijzing´s tabel’ laat zien dat de fiets volgens verwachting het 
eerste onderhoud nodig is na 226,2 uur van gebruik, het onderdeel wat verantwoordelijk 
is voor het eerste defect is het wiel. De fiets is door middel van een prijscalculatie 
geraamd op €189,54. Ondervraagden gaven in het onderzoek aan niet meer dan €200 te 
willen betalen. Ook is het fietsframe met het computer programma SolidWorks 
gesimuleerd, waarbij het gewicht van de gebruiker en bijkomende krachten zijn 
nagebootst. Hieruit werd duidelijk dat het frame sterk genoeg is om de krachten tijdens 
het fietsen te verdagen. Wel moet bij verdere ontwikkeling van de fiets meer testen en 
onderzoek worden gedaan om de fiets veilig te krijgen. De stappen voor de verdere 
ontwikkeling zijn met de verwachte tijdsduur weergegeven in het Gantt schema. Het 
concept ontwerp van de studentenfiets is een goede representatie van de behoeften en 
voorkeuren van de student voor een fiets.  
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Abstract 
In this report the eight steps in systems engineering process have been followed in order 
to develop a student bicycle. To successfully make a student bicycle needs and 
preferences had to be retrieved from the students. This has been done with an online 
survey. The chosen concept, the Z-frame bicycle includes a unique frame, side kickstand, 
separate luggage carrier, integrated front light, back light mounted on the luggage carrier, 
an integrated chain lock, steer lock and a visible serial code on the frame. From a 
reliability allocation table it is estimated that the first failure that needs maintenance will 
occur after 226,2 hours of usage. The price of the bicycle is estimated on €189,54 (about 
1600 SEK), which is within the requirements. Simulating forces on the frames in 
SolidWorks showed that the frames are capable of handling the weight and forces that the 
student produces on the bicycle. Finally the steps that need to be fulfilled to make a 
working prototype are displayed in a Gantt-chart. 
The resulted conceptual student bicycle is a good representation of what a student needs 
and prefers in a bicycle. 
 
Keywords: System engineering, product development, product development through 
system engineering, student bicycle, bicycle development, bicycle design, requirements, 
reliability allocation, price estimation, SolidWorks, simulation, Gantt, Pugh analysis, 
morphological chart, ISO standards, survey, theft prevention, mechanical engineering. 
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Preface 
The idea of this project was given to us by Valentina Haralanova, one of the teachers of 
the course ‘Product development through system engineering’. 
This report is made as an appropriate example material for the course ‘Product 
development through system engineering’ given at the Linnaeus University located in 
Växjö, Sweden. This project has two different purposes: Explaining and application of 
the product development process through development of a student bicycle and this 
example will be used in the course product development through system engineering to 
increase students understanding. Our mission is to use a methodological design process to 
produce a conceptual design for a student bicycle, specified on the needs and preferences 
of the students. 
 
This demand is fulfilled as project for the bachelor thesis mechanical engineering of 
Jonathan Meijer and Karel Boessenkool. This report contains a methodological process of 
product development, applied to the development of a student bicycle. The result covers 
all the steps that lead to the concept design of the student bicycle.  
 
During this project we applied our knowledge gathered in the four years of our study 
mechanical engineering; three years at Windesheim, University of Applied Science in 
Zwolle, the Netherlands and one year at the Linnaeus University in Växjö, Sweden.  
 
We looked deeper into theories about project development and applied these during the 
process. We learned to separate usable and reliable information from the huge amount of 
accessible information, phasing the development of a product, setting up a survey and 
thinking in terms of end user, basic requirements, price conscious design and didactic 
application. 
 
This report is a result of a partnership between the Linnaeus University and Windesheim 
University of Applied Science. Since this report will be stored in both databases, the 
report includes a summary written in Dutch.   
 
We would like to thank Valentina Haralanova, University of Ruse, for the valuable 
feedback and guiding during the establishment of this report. We want to thank Samir 
Khoshaba, Linnaeus University, for providing this assignment, the feedback and the 
guiding with this project and being our contact person the two semesters we spent in 
Växjö. Our special thanks goes out to Ghassan Radha, Windesheim University of Applied 
Science, for guiding us in our final year of our bachelor study, make the cooperation 
possible for the double degree opportunity and being our contact person to our home 
University, Windesheim University of Applied Science. Finally we want to thank 
everyone who contributed to our survey; this was of great value for our report. 
 
Växjö, June 5th, 2013 
Jonathan Meijer 
Karel Boessenkool 
 
 
 

“The bicycle is the noblest invention of mankind.” (William Saroyan, year unknown) 
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1. Introduction 
This chapter is about the background for this study, the task/problem is defined, the method is 
presented and also the project limitations are clarified. 
 
1.1 Background 
This report is the final thesis of the bachelor mechanical engineering of Jonathan Meijer and 
Karel Boessenkool. The methodological project included in this report is of didactical 
purpose, which is the reason why some steps are explained more widely. This report will be 
used as reference in the course ‘Product development through system engineering’, given at 
the Linnaeus University in Växjö, as appropriate example for the students. This project has 
two different purposes: Explaining and application of the product development process 
through development of a student bicycle and this example will be used in the course product 
development through system engineering to increase students understanding.  
 
Bicycles are highly versatile and economical for transportation. These are some reasons why 
bicycles are so popular among students. But how does a student situation look like, what 
should it contain and what should it not contain? In this report we are searching for the 
ultimate student bicycle, which is specified to the needs of the student.  
 
1.2 Task 
In the course Product development through system engineering, given at the Linnaeus 
University located in Växjö, a methodological process of product development is used. 
Students have to use this methodological process to accomplish the practical part of this 
course. This course, given by Samir Khoshaba and Valentina Haralanova, does illustrate the 
steps of the product development process with examples of this project.  
 
Haralanova and Khoshaba came with the project idea of developing a bicycle upon student 
requests- a bicycle design specialized for students. This would be a good example for the 
students since the students are probably familiar with bicycles. The task is to come up with a 
conceptual design of a student bicycle, using the methodological process used in the course 
‘Product development through system engineering’ and the result of a self-made 
questionnaire that has to be spread among students all over the world. 
 
1.3 Method 
The aim for this project is to make it successful. Our way to reach this goal is to identify the 
problem as clearly as possible, using the theories and our knowledge to find new solutions. 
The needed information about the problem will be collected by an Internet based survey 
among students, studying in Europe.  
The theoretical approaches have been gathered from previous lectures, the reference books 
and discussions with the supervisors, Samir Khoshaba and Valentina Haralanova. 
The writers of this report, contributing 40 hours a week for a period of 10 weeks, will fulfil 
the work that needs to be done.  
 
1.4 Limitations 
All over the world different rules are applied on bicycles by governments. In this project we 
only consider the ISO standards for bicycles. This standard is used in many countries and 
therefore it is the most useful standard to use during this project. 
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Usually bicycles are designed and manufactured in different sizes; to keep the project in 
within the time period, only one concept with one bicycle (adult) size is generated for both 
genders. This size will be established considering the average size of a man and woman. 
 
The project will be limited by developing a conceptual design. This excludes developing and 
testing a prototype. 
 
The last step in the product development process is used to iterate the design process, to 
tackle problems that can occur during the test phase. Since no prototype will be developed 
this last step can be left out. 
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2. Problem definition 
2.1 Theoretical approaches 
Defining the problem is the first step in the product development process. This step is divided 
into three major tasks: (Jackson 2010, pp. 14) 

1. Defining the project 
2. Defining the context 

3. Defining the functional requirements. 
 

2.1.1 Defining the project 
Generate and sense many opportunities. 
To get a solid start for a project these three steps need to be completed. When working with 
the first step, defining the project, a project has been selected and the problem has been 
pointed out. Consecutively a sketch of a broad picture of the basic concept is fulfilled. 
Sequentially the process is defined. This means that clear parameters are laid down for the 
project otherwise it could be an endless task. After this all the stakeholders in the project are 
identified. These could be the owner, the customer and/or the user etc. The last thing that 
completed this step is a mission statement. This is formulated so that it reflects the goals and 
purposes of the projects owner. (Jackson 2010, pp. 14-25) 

Competitive strategy 
The competitive strategy defines a basic approach to markets and products compared to 
competitors. Some example strategies are: (Ulrich and Eppinger 2008, pp. 38-39) 

- Technology leadership: Organization/firm puts the focus on basic research and 
development of new technologies that can be implemented in the product 
development. 

- Cost leadership: puts the focus on production efficiency. Manufacturing methods are 
emphasized in the product development activities. 

- Customer focus: Organization/firm works closely with the needs and preferences of 
the customer.  

- Imitative: Imitating successful new products from competitors. 

Mission statement 
A mission statement can include the following information: Brief description of the product, 
benefit proposition, key business goals, target market for the product, assumptions and 
constraints that guide the development effort and the stakeholders. (Ulrich and Eppinger 
2008, p. 48) 
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2.1.2 Defining the context 
The second task, defining the context, is started by defining the system boundaries. This 
means that it is needed to continuously state and clarify the projects boundaries. 
Consecutively it is needed to define the context of the system by capturing the relationships 
between the system and external entities. Once this is done one would start to study the 
current context. For example the study can be done by visiting the worksite, gathering data 
related to the process and observing the operation. The next approach in this step is to gather 
customer comments in order to get a clear view and a better understanding of how particular 
tasks are performed by the customer. The last action in this second step is to summarize the 
project with help from the detailed comments that have been gathered. (Jackson 2010, pp. 25-
35) (Ulrich and Eppinger 2008, pp. 54-67) 
 
2.1.3 Defining the functional requirements 
The third and last task, defining the functional requirements, is started by finding use cases 
through brainstorming. A use case describes how the system will be used or handled by a 
human or another system. When some cases have been found it is time to prioritize them. 
Which use cases is the most important for the system? The behaviour needs to be described in 
detail for only the use cases with high priority. The behaviour is described to ensure that all 
parameters on the systems will function for all the high priority use cases (also called the 
function analysis method). By creating a collection of detailed behavioural descriptions the 
functional requirements can be summarized. Now the process of describing the behaviour and 
summarizing functional requirements for the secondary use cases that were not prioritized are 
being repeated. This is done because it is important to know how a system can be misused. 
Thus sets functional requirements to prevent this. The last action in this step is to finalize the 
requirements on a list for easy overview. (Jackson 2010, pp. 35-51) (Cross 2003, pp. 77-81) 
 
2.2 Application 
2.2.1 Defining the project 
In this graduation project the task is to design the optimized bicycle for students. The project 
takes place at the Linnéuniversitetet in Växjö, with the supervisors Samir Khoshaba and 
Valentina Haralanova. We named the project ‘Development of a Student Bicycle’. Since the 
students are our target customers we try to meet the needs and preferences of this particular 
group of people. 
Students these days are frequent users of bicycles. Besides financial and locomotion benefits 
it is an easy way of transport. There is a wide range of existing types of bicycles, each with 
different kind of usage goals.  
 
The competitive strategy for this project will be the customer focus. It is asked to develop a 
conceptual design for a student bicycle. To retrieve the needs and preferences it is necessary 
to work closely with the students. 
 
Our mission is to use a methodological design process to produce a conceptual design for a 
student bicycle, specified on the needs and preferences of the students. The result will be 
used as example material in the course ‘Product development through system engineering’ 
given at the Linnaeus University in Växjö. 
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2.2.2 Customer comments 
By doing an Internet based survey under students in Europe, we get an overview for the 
requirements of a bicycle specialized for students.  
Main subjects we tried to explain with this survey are: 

- The need of a bicycle  
- The frequency of usage 
- Preference for a men or women bicycle 
- Security (lights, locks) 
- Financial aspects (what is a reasonable price) 

The result of the survey will give us the needs and preferences for a student bicycle. This can 
also be used for the selection of the concept. In figure 1 an example of a man bicycle is 
shown and in figure 2 an example of a woman bicycle. 

 
 
The customer and final user, students, mainly in the age of 21 to 25 are likely to use the 
bicycles. For this project the stakeholders are the Linnéuniversitetet in Växjö and the authors 
of this report. Our mission is to: 

- Identify the needs and preferences 
- Develop engineering specifications 
- Plan the design process 
- Develop concepts 
- Develop the design architecture 
- Validate the design 

Figure 2: Example woman bicycle (Female bicycle n.d.) 
 

Figure 1: Example man bicycle (Male bicycle 
n.d.) 
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2.2.3 Defining the context 
To define the context we divided the entities in external and internal ones. The internal 
entities are within the system boundary, the bicycle and its purposes. The external entities, 
which are in direct contact with the system, are the student, goods to transport, bicycle 
storage and the destination. The relation between the main system and the external entities 
can be seen in the context matrix as shown in figure 3 and context diagram as shown in table 
1:  

  
Figure 3: The context diagram 
 
Table 1: The context matrix 

 
 
 

 Student Goods to 
transport 

Bicycle Bicycle 
storage 

Destination 

Student 
 

 Takes goods Operates Secures 
Bicycle 

Plans on 
where to go 

Goods to 
transport 

     

Bicycle 
 

Transports Stores   Transport to 

Bicycle 
storage 

  Stores bicycle 
in/at 

  

Destination 
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From the survey, distributed among students all over the world, the customer needs and 
preferences were collected. In table 2 they are written in short summaries. The whole survey 
analysis can be found in appendix 1.  
 
 
1 Students like to ride a bicycle of their own gender. 

2 Bicycles are used frequently (daily, once a week). 
3 The bicycle needs to function every time of the day. 
4 The bicycle is mainly used for a short time and small distances. 
5 The bicycle is mainly used for transportation. 
6 Most students use one lock to lock their bicycle. 
7 Chain/Cable-lock is the most used lock. 
8 Students lock their bicycle to surroundings most of the time 
9 Students prefer a city-bicycle. 
10 The bicycle does not need to be foldable. 
11 The bicycle has to be as cheap as possible. 
12 The bicycle should not contain any accessories that cost more 
13 There is a need for a good working fixed lights 

14 Students prefer to carry their belongings in a bag on their back, on a luggage carrier on the 
back of the bicycle or in a basket in front of the bicycle. 

15 The weight of the bicycle is not a huge deal for students. 
 
 
These customer comments were then divided into different affinity groups as shown in table 
3. The first affinity group is design; this group will contain some comments about how the 
design of the bicycle will look like. The second group is functionality; here some functions of 
the bicycle are described. In the third group comments about safety are collected. The last 
affinity group is securing, which includes comments about how students lock their bicycle. 
 
Table 3: Customer comments divided into affinity groups 
Design Functionality Safety Securing

Students3like3to3ride3a3bicycle3of3their3own3gender.
Bicycles3are3used3frequently3
(daily,3once3a3week).

There3is3a3need3for3a3good3
working3fixed3lights

Most3students3use3one3
lock3to3lock3their3bicycle.

Students3prefer3a3cityBbicycle. The3bicycle3needs3to3function3
every3time3of3the3day.

Chain/CableBlock3is3the3
most3used3lock.

The3bicycle3does3not3need3to3be3foldable.
The3bicycle3is3mainly3used3for3a3
short3time3and3small3distances.

Students3lock3their3bicycle3
to3surroundings3most3of3
the3time

The3bicycle3has3to3be3as3cheap3as3possible. The3bicycle3is3mainly3used3for3
transportation.
The3bicycle3should3not3contain3
any3accesoires3that3cost3more
Students3prefer3to3carry3their3
belongings3in3a3bag3on3their3back,3
on3a3luggage3carrier3on3the3back3
of3the3bicycle3or3in3a3basket3in3
front3of3the3bicycle.
The3weight3of3the3bicycle3is3not3a3
huge3deal3for3students.

 

Table 2: Retrieved customer comments from the survey  ”Students using bicycles”  
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2.2.4 Defining the functional requirements 
As a start for this step several statements that describe the product objectives have been 
written in table 4. These are gathered from the customer comments and specify how the 
bicycle is turning out to be, this is called the voice of the customer. 
 
Table 4: The voice of the customer 

 
The next step is to gather use cases for a dive and surface strategy when defining the 
functional requirements. The use cases are gathered by looking at the use of a bicycle in 
different situations, for example daytime and night time. For all these cases the prioritized 
actors are identified and are given a high, medium or low priority as shown in table 5. 
 
Table 5: Prioritized use cases 
Use case 
ID Use cases Priority 

1 Student plans to go somewhere L 
2 Student operates bicycle H 
3 Student transports goods at bicycle M 
4 Student commits maintenance  M 
5 Student uses lights when bad sight H 

6 
Student brakes to avoid an 
accident  H 

7 Student rings bell to warn  H 
8 Student locks bicycle H 
9 Student stores bicycle M 

 
The high priority use cases can be transferred into behaviour user cases to have a clear view 
of the behaviour of the user and the bicycle. Use case 2 is shown in table 6, use case 5 in 
table 7, use case 6 in table 8, use case 7 in table 9 and use case 8 in table 10.  
 

Make a good design for the bicycle Make a women’s and men’s bicycle 
Make a city bicycle 
Do not make a foldable bicycle 
Make the bicycle as cheap as possible 

Make a functional bicycle Make a bicycle that can be used for multiple 
purposes (transportation, pleasure, exercise) 
Make a bicycle that can be used for a lot of 
cycles 
Make a bicycle that can be used at every time of 
the day 
Do not make any accessories for the bicycle 
Make a bicycle that can carry goods on a luggage 
carrier on the back of the bicycle or in a basket in 
the front 
Do not consider the weight of the bicycle too 
much 

Make a safe bicycle Make good working lights on the bicycle 
Make the bicycle secure when it is stored Make a good lock on the bicycle 

Make use of a chain lock that can be used to fix 
it to surroundings 
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Table 6: Use case "student operates bicycle" 

Student Bicycle Result
Student is riding a bicycle

Bicycle gets controlled by stydent
Locomotion of student by bicycle

Use case behavior
Use case ID: 2
Use case name: Student operates bicycle
Initial condition: Bicycle is in use

Ending condition: Bicycle is in use
 
Table 7: Use case "student uses lights when bad sight"                                                    

Student Bicycle Result
Student notices that the view is bad
and swiches on lights

Bicycle has working lights
Student is better visible for other road 
users

Use case behavior
Use case ID: 5
Use case name: Student uses lights when bad sight
Initial condition: Student is not visible enough, unsave situation

Ending condition: Student is visible again, save situation
 
Table 8: Use case "student brakes to avoid accident" 

Student Bicycle Result
Student drives bike when notice an 
potential dangerous situation
Student brakes

Bicycle has a negative acceleration
Student prevent potential accident 

Ending condition: Student can continue the way

Use case behavior
Use case ID: 6
Use case name: Student brakes to avoid an accident 
Initial condition: Student drives bike 

 
Table 9: Use case "student rings bell to warn" 

Student Bicycle Result 
Student drives bike when notice that
other road users are not aware of a 
potential dangerous situation
Student rings bell

Bicycle produces sound
Surrounding gets warned

Use case behavior
Use case ID: 7
Use case name: Student rings bell to warn 
Initial condition: Student drives bike 

Ending condition: Student can continue a save bike trip
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Table 10: Use case "student locks bicycle" 

Student Bicycle Result
Student arrives at destination
Student locks the bicycle

Bicycle is secured at location
Prevents thiefs to succeed steeling 
student's property 

Use case behavior
Use case ID: 8
Use case name: Student locks bicycle
Initial condition: Bicycle is in use

Ending condition: Bicycle is secured 
 
From the functional requirements analysis a summary context matrix can be made as shown 
in table 11, which focuses on the bicycle and the external entities of the system: 
 
Table 11: Context matrix after "student operates bicycle" use case 

 
 
When the behavioural patterns have been decided it is time to summarize the functional 
requirements. The results are given in table 12. 
 
Table 12: Summarized functional requirements 

Summarized functional requirements Priority 
Primary  
Bicycle must be able to carry the weight of the student High 
Bicycle must be able to transport the student High 
Bicycle must be safe in usage High 
Student must be able of controlling the bicycle High 
Bicycle must contain working lights for in the night Medium 
Bicycle must be able to brake High 
Bicycle must be a city bicycle Medium 
Student must be able to secure the bicycle to surroundings Low 
Secondary  
Bicycle must be able to warn other road users Medium 
Bicycle must be able to carry belongings from the student Low 
Bicycle must have easy maintenance Low 
Bicycle must not contain accessories  Low 
Bicycle must be weather resistant. Low 

Is#related#to Student
other*road*
users Bicycle Lock Lights Lugage0carrier Stand Wheel Destination

Student interact*with drives activates*
swiches*
on put*goods*at

fixes*bicycle*in*
vertical*position* Goes*to

other*road*
users

interact*
with observes

Bicycle consist*of consist*of consist*of consist*of consist*of
Lock is*part*of

Lights great*view
create*
visability is*part*of

got*power*
from

Lugage0carrier
carries*
goods is*part*of

Stand is*part*of

Wheel is*part*of
got*locked*
by

Destination goal
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From this summation the finalized originating requirements are derived and an abstract 
function name for easy recollection is assigned to them. The summarized functional 
requirements are not send back to the students. That makes the draft step unnecessary. The 
finalized originating requirements are shown in table 13. 
 
Table 13: Finalized originating requirements 
Index Finalized originating requirements Abstract function name 
OR.1 Bicycle must be able to carry the weight of the student Carry 
OR.2 Bicycle must be able to transport the student Transport 
OR.3 Bicycle must be safe in usage Safe 
OR.4 Student must be able of controlling the bicycle Control 
OR.5 Bicycle must contain working lights for in the night Lights 
OR.6 Bicycle must be able to brake Braking 
OR.7 Bicycle must be a city bicycle City 
OR.8 Student must be able to secure the bicycle to surroundings Securing 
OR.9 Bicycle must be able to warn other road users Warning 
OR.10 Bicycle must be able to carry belongings from the student Carry goods 
OR.11 Bicycle must have easy maintenance Maintenance 
OR.12 Bicycle must not contain accessories Unaccessorise  
OR.13 Bicycle must be weather resistant Weather resistant 
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3. Measurements of needs and targets 
3.1 Theoretical approach 
The purpose of this second step in the product development process is to use the customer 
product objectives which were identified in the previous step in order to find technical 
measures and targets for how well the product objectives can satisfy the potential customers. 
This process consists of three different tasks: (Jackson 2010, p. 59) 

- Measuring the need 
- Translating the need into technical requirements 
- Identifying the customer value proposition 

3.1.1 Measuring the need 
The intention of this task is to identify and measure the customer needs. It consists of 
quantifying the needs, rank the importance between the needs and to develop measurement 
schemes which allows a comparison between the design developed in this report and the 
competitors design. A useful tool for this process is the goal-question-metric method, this is 
an approach for data collection which makes it easier to come up with metrics that can be 
used to measure the satisfaction of the design goals (Jackson 2010, pp. 59-60).  
 
The goal question metric method (GQM) 
The GQM method includes four steps, these are: 

1. Identifying the goals of the measurement: The first step is to identify the goals of 
the measurements. This is already done in the customer analysis phase. Some 
points that need to be clarified in this stage are: what is the object to measure, the 
purpose of the measurement, the quality focus for the process, the perspective and 
the context of the measurement.  

2. Generating questions that define the goals in a quantitative way: In this step the 
product objectives and goals are degraded into defining questions that make it 
possible to investigate and quantify.  

3. Specifying the measures needed to answer the questions: The third step consists 
of designing the metrics and ways of gathering data. When describing this there 
are two aspects that should be considered, the ideal metric and the approximate 
metric. The ideal metric answers the question directly and ignores the effort for 
gathering the data. The approximate metric considers the difficulty and expenses 
for gathering the data and is therefore more related to the reality. 

4. Developing mechanisms to collect the data: The last step is to develop methods 
for gathering the necessary data, for example through questionnaires or 
interviews.  

(Jackson 2010, pp.63-73)(V.R. Basili, G. Caldiera and H.D. Rombach 1994) 
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Weighting the product objectives 
The next step in the process is to weigh the different objectives against each other. This is 
necessary in order to make decisions and to make a priority between the different objectives.  
This process is called the analytic hierarchy process and is performed in four steps: 

1. Dividing the product objectives into groups and subsets. 
2. Putting weights on each objective for each group so the sum of all the values 

in the group is equal to one. The value should correspond to the weight of 
importance for each factor. 

3. Multiplying all the weights in each group in order to end up with a value for 
each product objective.  

4. Sorting the objectives after the final value, place the one with highest score 
on the top, this is now the final ranking for the product objectives. 

(Jackson 2010, pp.73-79)(Cross 2003, pp.72-73) 
 

Benchmarking 
Benchmarking consists of performance testing and of gathering information about similar 
products that already exists on the market. By identifying their strengths and weaknesses the 
knowledge about the market can be increased. There is also an opportunity to find some areas 
where the existing products on the market not can fulfil the customer’s requirements and 
therefore can be a key for future success. The result from the benchmarking can be presented 
in several ways, one example is through a radar chart. (Jackson 2010, pp. 79-83) (Cross 2003, 
pp.79-82) 
 
3.1.2 Translating to technical requirements 
This task consists of translating the customer’s voices or product objectives into technical 
requirements. In other words this means to break down the design problem into an 
engineering problem. One way to do this step is by using the house of quality that is a part of 
the approach called quality function deployment. (Jackson 2010, pp. 84-85) 
 
House of quality 
The process for performing the house of quality contains of the following steps: 

1. Identify the customer-focused objectives 
2. Rank and weigh the product objectives from the customers perspective 
3. Benchmark the competition on the product objectives 
4. Identify the engineering characteristics that are most relevant to product 

objectives 
5. Assess the impact that the engineering characteristics have on the product 

objectives 
6. Relate the engineering characteristics to each other 
7. Identify units of measure, cost, difficulty, and other aspects of the 

engineering characteristics 
8. Benchmark the competitors on the engineering characteristics 
9. Decide on target technical performance measures for each engineering 

characteristics 
(Jackson 2010, pp. 85-94)(Ehrlenspiel 2003, pp. 213-217)(Hauser, Clausing 1988)  
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Figure 4: An example of the house of quality (Jackson 2010, p.86) 
In figure 4 an example of a house of quality is shown. 
 
Collect and rationalize system-level requirements 
This step includes collecting all the requirements both from the customer analysis and the 
house of quality. From the customer analysis all the functionality requirements were 
identified and from the house of quality we can gather all the technical (also called 
behavioural and non-behavioural) requirements. After collecting and adding all the 
requirements together we have a good ground for the specification of the product (Jackson 
2010, pp. 94-97). 
 
3.1.3 The Kano model of customer satisfaction 
The Kano model of customer satisfaction describes, besides the basic requirements, the 
excitement factor. The blue performance line (as shown in figure 5) describes the product. 
For example the bicycle, needs to meet the basic requirements, as brakes, lights and a saddle. 
The excitement factor, in figure 5 called the ‘delighters’, are special features in the eyes of 
the customer that make the product stand out compared to the competitors. It is important to 
realise that the delight factors are changing over time. The current delight factors are the 
basic needs from the future, since the customer is requiring more from a product than for 
instance, 20 years ago. (Ullman 1997, pp. 104-105) 
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Figure 5: An example of a Kano-model (Craig Brown 2013) 
 
3.1.4 Identifying the customer value proposition 
This task in the process consists of writing a statement that explains why this system or 
product is the best alternative on the market for the future customers. The customer value 
proposition is an important step in the process and could be the difference between a market 
success and a market failure. A good value proposition connects with customer goals and 
explains how it creates value for the specific customer. The following things are examples of 
activities that could bring value for the customers: reduced costs, increased revenues or a 
faster production process (Jackson 2010, pp. 97-99). 
 
3.2 Application 
3.2.1 Measuring the need 
The first step in this task to clarify and identify the goals for the measurement, this is done by 
using the goal question metric method. 
 
Analysing the product objectives 
The primary objectives are: 

- Make a bicycle capable of transporting the student 
- Make a bicycle that fits in the budget of a student 
- Make a bicycle that is safe in usage 
- Make a bicycle that can be thoroughly secured 
- Make a bicycle that can be easily controlled by the student 

By analysing the product objectives further it is easier to identifying the goals for the 
measurement. 
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Table 14: Analysing the product objectives 
Analyse (The object 
or process under 
measure)

For the purpose of 
(understanding, 
designing, controlling, 
or improving the 
object)

With respect to (The 
quality focus of an 
object that 
measurement 
focuses on)

From the perspective 
of (The people that 
measure the object 
or who value the 
attribute)

In the context of 
(The environment in 
which the 
measurement takes 
place)

Make a bicycle 
capable of 
transporting the 
student

Bicycle Designing Reliability, quality Student Outside on the road

Make a bicycle that 
fits in the budget of a 
student

Bicycle Designing Economic Student Outside on the road

Make a bicycle that 
is safe in usage

Bicycle Designing Safety Student Outside on the road

Make a bicycle that 
can be thoroughly 
secured

Bicycle Designing Reliability, quality, 
secure

Student Outside on the road

Make a bicycle that 
can be easily 
controlled by the 
student

Bicycle Controlling Reliability Student Outside on the road

 
From table 14 it can be seen that the quality of the bicycle focuses on the reliability, safety, 
economic, quality and security. To measure the product objectives it is necessary to test it on 
the road, in real life usage. 
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Goal question metric method 
By using the goal question metric (GQM) method it is easy to find an efficient way to gather 
data for the design process. The GQM is presented in table 15. 
 
Table 15: Goal question metric (GQM) 

 
 

Most of the data will be gathered by observation, this means looking at other bicycles that are 
in use and accepted by the ISO 4210-2 and 4210-6 standards. Some objectives can be 
retrieved from an interview; in this case it is retrieved from the survey. Data that can not be 
retrieved from the survey has to be estimated.  

Goal Questions Ideal Metric Approximate 
metric 

Data collection 
metric 

Make a bicycle 
capable of 
transporting the 
student 

How strong does 
the bicycle need 
to be? 

Find the average 
weight of a 
student and apply 
safety factor 

Take a high 
weight that covers 
at least two times 
the weight of a 
student 

Observations 

What kind of 
dimensions 
should the bicycle 
have? 

Find the average 
length of a 
student and look 
for products that 
are existing 

Take the length of 
a student 

Observations 

How many 
wheels does the 
bicycle need? 

Find how many 
wheels are used 
for a bicycle 

No substitute Observations 

How much power 
does the bicycle 
need to be 
driven? 

Find out what 
kind of force the 
student applies on 
the bicycle 

No substitute Observations 

Make a bicycle 
that fits in the 
budget of a 
student 
 

How much does 
the student want 
to spend? 

Find what the 
budget of the 
student is for a 
new bicycle 

No substitute Interview 

Make a bicycle 
that is safe in 
usage 
 

Are there specific 
laws for bicycles? 

Find if there are 
existing laws for 
bicycles 

No substitute Observations 

Make a bicycle 
that can be 
thoroughly 
secured 
 

How do the 
students lock their 
bicycle? 

Find how students 
secure their 
bicycle 

No substitute Interview 

Make a bicycle 
that can be easily 
controlled by the 
student 
 

How does the 
student control 
the bicycle? 

Examine how a 
bicycle is 
controlled 

No substitute Interview 
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Not all product objectives are given as primary, but there are important objectives that have 
effect on the primary objectives. The secondary product objectives are shown in table 16 and 
17, in the same manner as the primary product objectives. 
 
Table 16: Analysing the secondary product objectives 
 Analyse 

(The object 
or process 
under 
measure) 

For the purpose 
of 
(understanding, 
designing, 
controlling, or 
improving the 
object) 

With respect 
to (The quality 
focus of an 
object that 
measurement 
focuses on) 

From the 
perspective of 
(The people 
that measure 
the object or 
who value the 
attribute) 

In the context 
of (The 
environment 
in which the 
measurement 
takes place) 

Make the 
bicycle easy to 
repair 

Bicycle Designing Reparability Student Outside on the 
road 

Make a support 
for goods to 
transport 

Bicycle Designing Capacity Student Outside on the 
road 

Make a bicycle 
that looks 
attractive 

Bicycle Designing Attract ability  Student In the bicycle 
shop 

 
Table 17: The goal question metric for the secondary product objectives 
Goal Questions Ideal Metric Approximate 

metric 
Data collection 
metric 

Make the bicycle 
easy to repair 

How long does it 
take to identify 
and to fix the 
problem? 

Measure the time 
to identify and fix 
the problem. 

No substitute Observations 

Make a support 
for goods to 
transport 

How are goods 
being 
transported? 

Find out how 
students transport 
goods with them 
on a bicycle 

No substitute Interview 

What is the 
average weight of 
the goods? 

Find out what 
students transport 
and what the 
weight of that is. 

No substitute Observations 

Make a bicycle 
that looks 
attractive 

What makes a 
bicycle attractive? 

Find out what 
makes a bicycle 
design stand out 

No substitute Observations 

 
The secondary product objective focuses more on reparability, capacity and attractiveness. 
The data for the objectives are collected by observations and by an interview. 
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Weighting the product objectives 
In this stage of the design process it is time to decide a priority between the different 
objectives. Both the primary and the secondary objectives are gathered and compared. A tool 
for this stage is the analytic hierarchical process where the objectives are weighted and 
compared between each other, this is shown in table 18. 
Primary and secondary product objectives: 

- Make a bicycle capable of transporting the student 
- Make a bicycle that fits in the budget of a student 
- Make a bicycle that is safe in usage 
- Make a bicycle that can be thoroughly secured 
- Make a bicycle that can be easily controlled by the student 
- Make the bicycle easy to repair 
- Make a support for goods to transport 
- Make a bicycle that looks attractive 

Table 18: Computing relative priorities of product objectives 
1 Make a bicycle that is functional Make 

a 
bicycle 
that is 
safe 

Make a 
bicycle 
that can 
not be 
stolen 
easily 

Other (repairable, inexpensive, 
design) 

 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 
2    Make the 

bicycle 
repairable 
 

Make the 
bicycle 
inexpensive 
 

Make the 
bicycle 
look nice 

0.1 0.6 0.3 
 Make a 

bicycle 
capable of 
transporting 
the student 

Make a 
bicycle 
that can 
be easily 
controlled 
by the 
student 
 

Make a 
support 
for 
goods to 
transport 
 

Make 
a 
bicycle 
that is 
safe in 
usage 
 

Make a 
bicycle 
that can be 
thoroughly 
secured 
 

Make the 
bicycle 
easy to 
repair 
 

Make a 
bicycle that 
fits in the 
budget of a 
student 
 

Make a 
bicycle 
that looks 
attractive 

3 0.5 0.3 0.2      
4    1     
5     1    
6      1   
7       1  
8        1 
Formula = 0.3 * 0.5 = 0.3 * 

0.3 
= 0.3 * 
0.2 

= 0.2 * 
1 

= 0.3 * 1 = 0.2 * 
0.1 * 1 

= 0.2 * 0.6 
* 1 

= 0.2 * 0.3 
* 1 

Rounded 
result 

0.15 0.09 0.06 0.2 0.3 0.02 0.12 0.06 
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Benchmarking 
Benchmarking is a test of other alternative products on the market. In this benchmark there 
are two new bicycles in the price range of 1670 SEK - 2925 SEK (200 – 350 euro), with the 
VANMOOF stuped bicycle (shown in figure 6) specialized for students. The Bicycle shifter 
(shown in figure 7) can also be a good student bicycle, since it is simple and cheap. The 
specifications of the two bicycles have been collected in table 19. 

 
Figure 6: VANMOOF Stuped (VANMOOF STUPED n.d.) 

  
Figure 7: Bicycle Shifter 28 inch (Bicycle 28” shifter n.d.)  
 
Table 19: Benchmarking data for commercially available student bicycles 

 
 

 
By comparing these bicycles to the customer product attributes the design process can 
generate new important information. This is done by giving each of the products a grade for 
each attribute as written in table 20. The scale is 1-5 where 1 is the worst value. 
 

Stuped (VANMOOF) Bicycle Shifter 28 inch 
2488 SEK - € 298,- 1829 SEK - € 219,- 
15 kg 22 kg 
Integrated chain lock No lock 
 'Kick back' brake   'Kick back' brake  
LED lights, sunlight charging  LED lights, battery 
Comfortable SYAD saddle Comfortable gel saddle 
Bicycle bell  Bicycle bell  

Standard no luggage carrier 
Luggage carrier in front and in 
back 

No gears No gears 
No steering stabilisation Steering stabilisation 
No additional lock needed Additional lock needed 
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Table 20: Customer perception of competitors' products 

  
Stuped 
(VANMOOF) 

Bicycle Shifter 28 
inch 

Performance 4 4 
Design 5 3 
Affordability 3 4 
Ease of 
locking 5 2 
Ease of repair 3 3 
Reliability 4 2 
Safety 5 5 
Transport 
goods 1 5 

 
The result from the benchmarking is presented in a radar chart that can be seen in figure 8. 
This chart shows the strengths and weaknesses when comparing the competing products and 
the customer product attributes.  
 

 
Figure 8: Radar chart representation of benchmarking data 
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3.2.2 Translating to technical requirements 
Technical requirements retrieved from existing laws: 
All over the world there are different laws for bicycles. For this project only the laws of the 
ISO 4210-2 and 4210-6 standard will be used, this is to safe time and because the ISO 4210-2 
and 4210-6 standard is used in all of Europe and even in some other countries in the world. 
Below a summary of some of the technical requirements of a bicycle can be found (excluding 
any requirements from parts that can be bought from 3rd parties for example brakes, lights, 
pedals, cranks etc.). 

- The bicycle shall have two wheels. 
- The bicycle will have no sharp edges that can be in contact with the user. 
- Any screws/bolts used on the bicycle need to have a suitable locking device. 
- The bicycle will have no protrusions on the frame longer than 8mm  
- The bicycle must have two braking systems, one for the front wheel and one for the 

back wheel. 
- The handlebar of the bicycle shall have an overall width between 350 mm and 1 000 

mm unless national regulations dictate otherwise. 
- The vertical distance between the top of the handlebar grips, when assembled to the 

highest riding position according to the manufacturer's instructions, and the seat 
surface of the saddle at its lowest position shall not exceed 400 mm. 

- The steering shall turn 60 degrees in both directions without any noticeable resistant. 
- A minimum of 25 % of the total mass of the bicycle and rider shall act on the front 

wheel when the rider is holding the handlebar grips and sitting on the saddle. 
- The frame of the bicycle will not exceed the deformation limits given by the ISO 

standard 4210-6 when subjected to the provided strength tests. 
- The mudguard shall not prevent rotation of the wheel or shall obstruct the steering 
- There shall be a clearance of 6mm between the tyre and frame, fork or mudguard and 

its attachments bolts 
- Bicycles shall have at least 100mm clearance between the pedal and front tyre or 

mudguard (when turned to any position). 
- As for a chain guard the bicycle shall be equipped with a chain-wheel disc, a 

protective device or with positive foot-retention devices on the pedals.  
- For city & trekking, young adult and racing bicycles shall exhibit stable handling in 

braking, turning and steering, and it shall be possible to ride with one hand removed 
from the handlebar (as when giving hand signals), without difficulty of operation or 
hazard to the rider. 

- Rear reflectors shall be red in colour. 
- Front reflectors shall be white (clear) in colour. 
- A bicycle shall be equipped with two side reflectors each visible from both sides 

The following requirements are derived from the survey analysis.  
 
Technical requirements for dimensions: 
Since the bicycle will be designed for a student the size of the bicycle will be based on 28” 
wheels. This will have the widest range of students. For the frame size of the bicycle the 
dimensions of an average man and woman have been considered. The necessary dimensions 
for the frame size is the crotch height, for an average man this is: 828mm. For an average 
woman this is: 757mm. (Tilley 2002, pp. 11-14) 

- The bicycle shall fit 28” wheels 
- The frame size of the bicycle will be based on the average crotch height of a man and 

woman. 
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Luggage carrier: 
There are some classes for luggage carriers, the classes that get used the most are the 15kg 
and 25kg ones. Students transport other students on the back of their bicycle, that is why 
there has been chosen to make a luggage carrier that can handle the weight of an average 
person. This is 78,4kg for an average man and 62.5kg for an average woman. (Tilley 2002, 
pp. 11-14) 

- The luggage carrier can carry the weight of an average person, around 80kg. 

Students budget: 
From the survey it was clear that students did not want to spend a lot on a new bicycle. That 
is why a budget of 200 euro is chosen for the bicycle. 

- The bicycle costs will fit into a budget of 200 euro 

Locking: 
The bicycle will include a chain lock that cannot be removed from the bicycle. The length of 
the chain will be 85cm. This chain lock will be bought and not produced or designed by us. 

- A chain lock with a length of 85cm will be used. 

Lights: 
There are rules for bicycles that they need lights in the dark. This contains that there needs to 
be a white light in the front of the bicycle and a red light on the back. To make destruction or 
stealing of these lights less possible the lights will be implemented in the frame. The lights 
will be made of LED and will work on batteries that can be replaced.  

- White light in front of the bicycle and red light on the back of the bicycle. 
- Lights implemented in the bicycle frame. 
- LED lights working on replaceable batteries. 

 
House of quality 
The customer comments are translated into technical requirements by using the house of 
quality method. (See appendix 2) In this step the weights from the AHP are used as a factor 
for the importance of each customer comment. After identifying the technical functions that 
fulfill the customer requirements the functions are translated into technical values and targets. 
These are now the technical specifications. By gathering the originating requirements from 
chapter 1 with the technical requirements all the customer comments are translated and 
gathered in one document. 
The results from the house of quality are presented and translated into technical requirements 
below: 
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The collected system level requirements (technical) are presented in table 21. 
 
Table 21: Collected technical requirements 

 

Index Finalized originating requirements Abstract name 
OR.14 The bicycle shall have two wheels. Wheels 
OR.15 The bicycle will have no sharp edges that can be in contact with the user. Edges 
OR.16 Any screws/bolts used on the bicycle need to have a suitable locking device. Tightened bolts/screws 
OR.17 The bicycle will have no protrusions on the frame longer than 8mm  Protrusion 

OR.18 The bicycle must have two braking systems, one for the front wheel and one 
for the back wheel. Brakes 

OR.19 The handlebar of the bicycle shall have an overall width between 350 mm and 
1 000 mm unless national regulations dictate otherwise. Handlebar 

OR.20 
The vertical distance between the top of the handlebar grips, when assembled 
to the highest riding position according to the manufacturer's instructions, and 
the seat surface of the saddle at its lowest position shall not exceed 400 mm. 

Height 

OR.21 The steering shall turn 60 degrees in both directions without any noticeable 
resistant. Turning 

OR.22 
A minimum of 25 % of the total mass of the bicycle and rider shall act on the 
front wheel when the rider is holding the handlebar grips and sitting on the 
saddle. 

Mass 

OR.23 The frame of the bicycle will not exceed the deformation limits given by the 
ISO standard 4210 when subjected to the provided strength tests. Standards 

OR.24 The mudguard shall not prevent rotation of the wheel or shall obstruct the 
steering Obstruction 

OR.25 There shall be a clearance of 6mm between the tyre and frame, fork or 
mudguard and its attachments bolts Tyre clearance 

OR.26 Bicycles shall have at least 100mm clearance between the pedal and front tyre 
or mudguard (when turned to any position). Wheel clearance 

OR.27 As for a chain guard the bicycle shall be equipped with a chain-wheel disc, a 
protective device or with positive foot-retention devices on the pedals.  Chain guard 

OR.28 

For city & trekking, young adult and racing bicycles shall exhibit stable 
handling in braking, turning and steering, and it shall be possible to ride with 
one hand removed from the handlebar (as when giving hand signals), without 
difficulty of operation or hazard to the rider. Stable handling 

OR.29  Rear reflectors shall be red in colour. Red reflectors 
OR.30 Front reflectors shall be white (clear) in colour. Clear reflectors 

OR.31 A bicycle shall be equipped with two side reflectors each visible from both 
sides Side reflectors 

OR.32 The bicycle shall fit 28” wheels Wheel size 

OR.33 The frame size of the bicycle will be based on the average crotch height of a 
man and woman. Frame size 

OR.34 The luggage carrier can carry the weight of an average person, around 80kg. Luggage carrier strength 
OR.35 The bicycle costs will fit into a budget of 200 euro Budget 
OR.36 A chain lock with a length of 85cm will be used. Chain 
OR.37 White light in front of the bicycle and red light on the back of the bicycle. Lights 
OR.38 Lights implemented in the bicycle frame. Frame lights 
OR.39 LED lights working on replaceable batteries. Light batteries 
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3.2.3 The Kano model 
The basic needs are derived from the benchmarking, while the delighters are mainly from the 
survey. This can be seen in table 22. 
 
 Table 22: Kano model table 
Basic needs Delighters
Saddle Low price

locking system
High anti theft 
standards

Luggage carrier
Luggage carrier with 
high capacity load

Lights Unbreakable light
Brakes Identifiable bike
Frame Intelligent design
Paddles with 
reflectors Low maintenance  
 
3.2.4 Identifying the customer value proposition 
Looking at the two alternatives identified in the benchmarking session of this chapter a 
customer value proposition is made. 
Comparing the VANMOOF bicycle with our design we argue that our bicycle will be cheaper 
and made for the different genders (man/woman). The VANMOOF bicycle uses a lot of 
material and this can be reduced with our concept. Our advantage over the VANMOOF is 
that our bicycle is easily distinguished among other bicycles, this makes our design unique. 
One advantage that is significant for our design is that it contains a luggage carrier from the 
start without having to pay more. 
Comparing our design with the bicycle shifter, we argue that our bicycle will be more stable 
to use. The stiffness in the bicycle shifter depends on the bottom tube, this tube holds the 
front part and the back part of the bicycle together. The customer would feel more secure 
with our design that still is minimalistic but is more stable in use. 
This makes our customer value proposition sufficient to start developing it further. We 
identified a potential market that might be worth exploring. 
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4. Exploring the design space 
4.1 Theoretical approach 
Teams can fall into many pits when exploring the design space. These mistakes can all be 
traced back to the unwillingness to complete this section of the product development process. 
To not fall into these pits, two important precautionary tasks can be made:  

• Discovering concepts: To do this, all the functional requirements and the 
functions that can have a major impact on the design need to be known. With 
this, teams can come up with possible solutions and together with the 
brainstorming technique this will give potentially useful but isolated ideas. 

• Exploring the concepts: With a concept combination table the functional 
requirements will get an assigned concept. With that a combined concept can be 
made. 

From these two steps the integrated concept sketches can be drawn and with an affinity 
process a list of functions and components can be classified into basic abstract subsystems of 
the design. (Jackson 2010, pp. 103-130)(Ulrich, Eppinger 2008, pp. 100-104) 
 
Morphological chart 
With this chart a designer can easily overview all the essential aspects that must be included 
in the product. A morphological chart is made by filling up an empty grid of squares. In the 
left column all the essential features or functions are listed. Across the row of a feature or 
function sub-solutions are given, means of achieving the functions. The finished chart 
contains of all the theoretically possible solutions for the features and functions. 
To come to concepts a line can be drawn from row to row selecting a sub-solution for every 
feature or function. Some features or functions can have multiple sub-solutions at the same 
time. There can be a really large number of different concepts depending on the amount of 
sub-solutions, therefor it can be wise to focus on just a small number of designs. (Cross 2003, 
pp. 124-126) 
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4.2 Application 
4.2.1 Clarifying the problem and decompose the functions.  
To find the best concepts for the problem it is wise to make a table with all the functional 
requirements for the primary capabilities of the system. Review functional requirements for 
primary capability using table 23: 
 
Table 23: Finalized originating requirements taken from chapter 2 
Index Finalized originating requirements Abstract function name 
OR.1 Bicycle must be able to carry the weight of the student Carry 
OR.2 Bicycle must be able to transport the student Transport 
OR.3 Bicycle must be safe in usage Safe 
OR.4 Student must be able of controlling the bicycle Control 
OR.5 Bicycle must contain working lights for in the night Lights 
OR.6 Bicycle must be able to brake Braking 
OR.7 Bicycle must be a city bicycle City 
OR.8 Student must be able to secure the bicycle to surroundings Securing 
OR.9 Bicycle must be able to warn other road users Warning 
OR.10 Bicycle must be able to carry belongings from the student Carry goods 
OR.11 Bicycle must have easy maintenance Maintenance 
OR.12 Bicycle must not contain accessories No accessories 
OR.13 Bicycle must be weather resistant Weather resistant 

OR.14 
Bicycle must be able to be fixated in vertical position with 
stand 

Bicycle stand 

 
In table 24 the functionality has been analysed into greater detail. Here the functions are 
described in abstract language. The most important parts are highlighted. 
Decompose functions using abstract language: 
 
Table 24: Decomposed functions using abstract language 
Student Bicycle Destination 
Puts goods on bicycle if necessary   
 Holds weight  
Unlocks bicycle   
 Retracts chain/unlocks  
If necessary turns on lights   
Sits on bicycle and applies force on pedals.   
Keeps balance on bicycle   
 Keeps weight of student and 

starts transporting. 
 

Controls steering and applies force on 
brakes when necessary 

  

 Able to be controlled, brakes 
working properly. 

 

 Safe transporting.  
Prepares for stepping of at destination 
(Brakes) 

  

  Arrives at 
destination 

If necessary turns off lights   
Locks bicycle at destination   
  Bicycle secured 
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The functions given in the table above do not give a clear sight on what needs to be designed. 
But it can be decomposed into different features of the bicycle. For instance a student can put 
his or her goods on the bicycle, from this the luggage carrier feature can be retrieved. The 
frame has to hold the weight of the student and it has to be able to be controlled by the 
student. Lights need to be turned on the front and the back so these are different features as 
well.  
After some a brainstorming session some solutions for the different features are retrieved, the 
abstract name is put into the table below organized on the different features. Generating 
concepts fragments for each feature as shown in table 25: 
 
Table 25: Generated concept fragments for each feature 
Frame Luggage 

Carrier 
Bicycle 
kickstand 

Front LED 
light 

Back LED 
Light 

Locking 
system 

Special 
attributes 

Normal 
bicycle 

Part of 
frame 

Crank 
kickstand 

Build in 
frame 

Build in 
frame 

Chain in 
frame 

Serial code 
visible on 
frame 

Abstract 
frame 

Separate 
made  

Brace 
kickstand 

In steer On luggage 
carrier 

Ring lock 
(normal 
bicycle 
lock) 

Chip 

Rounded 
frame 

None Mountainbike 
kickstand 

Click on 
system 

Click on 
system 

Clamp 
lock  

None 

Uni-sex 
frame 

 None On 
mudguard 

Under 
saddle 

Chain lock 
in box 

 

Flip frame   In front 
fork 

On 
mudguard 

Steer lock  

Minimalistic 
frame 

  None  None  None  

 
From table 25 actual concepts drawings can be made to make a better decision on the 
different possible designs of the bicycle. The morphological chart is used to organise these 
drawings and will also be used to explore the concepts. 
The plain morphological chart can be found in appendix 3. 
 
4.2.2 Exploring concepts 
From the morphological chart three lines have been drawn, each line representing a full 
student bicycle concept. These lines can be seen through table 26.  
Concept 1 will follow the red line and focuses on the “Z-Frame” (given name). Because of 
the frame it will contain a separate luggage carrier that can be mounted on the bicycle later. A 
normal kickstand mounted near the crank will be used because this one is most used under 
the bicycles and most common. The locking system will include a chain fixed on the frame 
and a small steer lock in the front. The front light will be fixed into the frame and the back 
light will be fixed on the luggage carrier because it is separated from the frame. Because the 
frame used in this concept is quite unique a visible serial code is added, to make it less 
attractive for thieves. 
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Table 26: Morphological chart with concept paths 

 
 
Concept 2 follows the blue line, it has a unique multi gender frame and works with a separate 
luggage carrier that is not part of the frame. The chain attached to the bicycle can be put in a 
box and the bicycle will also contain a steer lock. The front light will be made into the front 
fork and the back light is attached to the luggage carrier. Because of the unique frame also 
here a visible serial code is added. 
 
The green line shows concept 3. A normal bicycle frame is used with a separate luggage 
carrier. Here the chain is also built into the frame for easy accessing, plus the implemented 

CATOGORIES DIFFERENT CONCEPTS --->

FRAME

LUGGAGE&
CARRIER

BICYCLE&
STANDARD

LOCKING

FRONT 
LIGHT

BACK&LIGHT

SPECIAL&
ATTRIBUTES
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steer lock. The front light is built into the front fork and the light on the back is made under 
the saddle. The bicycle will have no serial code because the bicycle frame is not unique 
enough to get a benefit from it. 
 
Concept 2 and 3 both use the kickstand that is mounted near the crank, because this one is 
most common on bicycles. 
Integrated concepts 
 
4.2.3 Integrated concepts 
Concept 1, Z-frame bicycle 
The Z-frame bicycle concept shown in figure 9 has the following features: An original frame 
with integrated front light, retractable chain-lock out of the bicycle frame, luggage carrier 
with mounted backlight, a steer-lock and a visible serial frame number which in combination 
with the original frame shape will decrease the interest of thieves. The bicycle has a strong 
frame and is feasible in a safe way. 
 

 
Figure 9: Integrated concept drawing of concept 1, the Z-frame 
Concept 2, Uni-sex bicycle 
The Uni-sex bicycle shown in figure 10 has the following features: A frame that is suitable 
for both genders, which will save money in production costs. The bicycle contains a back 
side luggage carrier with mounted rear light, a front light mounted on the front fork, a side 
stand, a steer-lock, retractable chain-lock in external case mounted on frame. Also this frame 
offers a visible serial code on the frame. There are some doubts about the stiffness of the 
frame, since it contains only one tube.  

 
Figure 10: Integrated concept drawing for concept 2, the uni-sex bicycle 
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Concept 3, Normal bicycle 
The normal bicycle shown in figure 11 has the following features: The ‘no nonsense’ frame 
has a male and female version and has the design of a regular bicycle. It includes a retractable 
chain-lock from the frame and a steer-lock. The front light is mounted on the front fork and 
the rear light under the saddle. Since the design is not original, it has no sense to make use of 
a visible serial number. Removing of the number does not make the bicycle decrease in 
value, what makes the bicycle still attractive to thieves. Assumed is that this bicycle contains 
the most material for the frame, which makes the bicycle relative more expensive.  

 
Figure 11: Integrated concept drawing of concept 3, the normal bicycle 
To fully understand the whole concept and think of every function it is wise to group all the 
functions into subsystems as shown in table 27. This way it is possible to come up with some 
new functions that have not been thought of when coming up with ideas.  
 
Table 27: Organized functions and components into subsystems 
Frame Luggage 

carrier 
Kickstand Locking 

system 
Front light Back light Special 

attributes 
The frame 
shall 
handle 
more than 
twice the 
weight of 
the student 

The luggage 
carrier will 
carry the 
weight of the 
goods 

Keeps the 
bicycle in 
standing 
position 
when not 
moving 

Secures 
the 
bicycle at 
a 
location 

Bicycle 
visible at the 
front in the 
dark 

Bicycle 
visible at the 
back in the 
dark 

Special 
attributes 
that 
increases 
the 
functionality 
of the 
bicycle 

Z-frame Separate 
luggage 
carrier 

Kickstand 
positioned at 
crank 

Chain-
lock 

Implemented 
in frame 

Implemented 
in frame 

Chip (to 
scan 
bicycle) 

Bended-
frame 

Implemented 
in frame 

Kickstand 
positioned at 
back wheel 

Steer 
lock 

Implemented 
in front fork 

On luggage 
carrier 

Visible 
serial 
number 

Diagonal 
frame 

No carrier Brace 
kickstand 
over back 
wheel 

Regular 
ring-lock 

Separate 
attached to 
front fork 

Underneath 
saddle 

 

Abstract 
frame 

 No kickstand U-lock Click on 
system 

Click on 
system 

 

Uni-sex 
frame 

   Implemented 
in steer 

  

Regular 
frame 

      

Race frame       
Mountain 
bike frame 
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5.  Optimization of the design choice 
5.1 Theoretical approach 
To make a solid choice out of several promising concepts is a difficult task. There are 
different ways of picking the ‘best’ concept. It could be based on priorities, facts and looks. 
One of these methods is the Pugh analysis founded by Stuart Pugh. In this method the 
concepts are identified in an objective way. The priorities get a weight scale, with the highest 
priority and the highest rate. Using a score system and a concept selection matrix provides 
score and the highest score represents the best concept. It is important that all the decisions 
during this process are documented so that in a later stage another team could revisit the 
design decisions. A way of making a Pugh analysis is through the following seven steps: 
(Jackson 2010, pp. 131-151)(Pugh 1991, pp. 67-100) 

1. Identify the alternative design concepts; 

2. Identify the relevant attributes (product objectives); 
3. Perform an initial screening of alternatives; 

4. Rate the alternatives in each attribute; 
5. Weight the attributes; 

6. Score and rank the alternatives; 
7. Select an alternative 

5.2 Application 
5.2.1 Selecting concepts: Pugh analysis 
Identifying the alternative design concepts 
There are three different concepts defined from the morphological chart. In this chapter the 
different concepts are identified with the type of frame. This means that the rating and 
ranking is for the whole concept and not only focused at the frame.  
Concept 1: Z-frame+ in frame head bulb + separate luggage carrier with rear light attached + 
in frame chain lock & Steer lock  + kick side stand + visible serial code. 
Concept 2: Unisex frame + in front fork head bulb + separate luggage carrier with rear light 
attached + chain lock in box & Steer lock + kick side stand + Visible serial code. 
Concept 3: Normal frame + in front fork head bulb + under saddle rear light + separate 
luggage carrier + in frame chain lock & Steer lock + kick side stand. 
The three different concepts are named as followed: 

Z"frame( Unisex(frame Normal(frame  
 

Identifying the relevant attributes 
These three concepts will be screened in light of the attributes, named after the goals, in table 
28.  

 

Goals Attribute-name
Make%a%bicycle%capable%of%transporting%the%student Locomote%student%
Make%a%bicycle%that%fits%in%the%budget%of%a%student Economical
Make%a%bicycle%that%is%safe%in%usage Safety%
Make%a%bicycle%that%can%be%thoroughly%secured Security%
Make%a%bicycle%that%can%be%easily%controlled%by%the%student Controlable%
Make%a%support%for%goods%to%transport Transportation
Make%the%bicycle%easy%to%repair Repairable%
Make%the%bicycle%attractive%in%looks Design

Table 28: Bicycle design attributes 
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Performing an initial screening of alternatives 
Screening the alternatives as shown in table 29 give an insight in the fact if the concepts are 
suitable solutions. 
 
Table 29: Concept screening relative to a reference concept 
Attribute(name Z(frame Unisex(frame Normal(frame
Locomote'student' + + +
Economical 0 + 2
Safety' + 0 +
Security' + 0 0
Controlable' 0 2 0
Transportation 0 0 0
Repairable' 0 + 0
Design + + 2
Total 4 3 0  

 
Rating the alternatives in each attribute 
The used rating system is from 1 to 5, where table 30 shows the weight of a rating.  
 
Table 30: Rating scheme relative to reference concept 

!Relative!performance Rating
Worse 1
Less(worse 2
Normal 3
Good 4
Best 5

Rating!scheme!relative!to!reference!concept

 
 
The concepts rated at the different attributes. This is shown in table 31. 
 
Table 31: Design concept ratings 

Attribute(name Z(frame Unisex(frame Normal(frame
Locomote'student' 4 4 4
Economical 3 5 2
Safety' 4 3 4
Security' 4 3 3
Controlable' 3 2 3
Transportation 3 3 3
Repairable' 3 4 3
Design 5 4 1

Design(concept(ratings

 
 
Weighting the attributes 
The attributes are weighed due the importance of each attribute. The attributes locomotion, 
economical, security and transportation are related to the outcome of the survey while safety, 
controllability and reparability are related to the ISO 4210-2 standards. The weights are 
shown in table 32. 
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Table 32: Attribute weights 
Attribute(name Weights
Locomote'student' 0,15
Economical 0,12
Safety' 0,2
Security' 0,3
Controlable' 0,09
Transportation 0,06
Repairable' 0,02
Design 0,06
Total 1  
 
Scoring and ranking the alternatives 
The weight factors and attributes are then combined as shown in table 33, giving a final 
concept choice.  
 
Table 33: Design concept scoring and ranking 

Concept(name

Weights Rating
Weighted,
score Rating

Weighted,
score Rating

Weighted,
score

Locomote,student, 0,15 4 0,6 4 0,6 4 0,6
Economical 0,12 3 0,36 5 0,6 2 0,24
Safety, 0,2 4 0,8 3 0,6 4 0,8
Security, 0,3 4 1,2 3 0,9 3 0,9
Controlable, 0,09 3 0,27 2 0,18 3 0,27
Transportation 0,06 3 0,18 3 0,18 3 0,18
Repairable, 0,02 3 0,06 4 0,08 3 0,06
Design 0,06 5 0,3 4 0,24 1 0,06
Total 1 3,77 3,38 3,11
Rank
Continue

Design(concept(scoring(and(ranking
Z4frame Unisex(frame Normal(frame

NO(NODEVELOP
321

 
As table 33 shows, concept ’Z-frame’ is ranked the highest. This means that this concept will 
be developed in the rest of this project. 
 
5.2.2 Optimizing parameters 
In this chapter the raw concept sketch will be optimized by identifying the materials. An 
important factor of the bicycle is the material choice. The material of the non buy parts need 
to be identified, but also the buy parts. There are many options for materials and a good or 
bad choice will influence the success of the bicycle. 
 
The materials will be screened in light of strength, durability, price and ecstatic value. As 
described in chapter three with the Kano model, the bicycle needs to have delighters to stand 
out compared to the competitors. By using a good combination of the four factors of the 
material choice, it is possible to have a bicycle with a high ecstatic value, reasonable strength, 
high durability standards and a low price. These four factors have a high interaction with the 
design in order to have the best combination. The choice of material for the different bicycle 
parts are given in table 34. 
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Table 34: Material choice for the bicycle parts 
Part Material Reason 
Bicycle frame Aluminium 7005 t6 Optimum between price and weld ability  
Front fork Steel, painted Less stiff than aluminium, more comfortable 
Mud-guard Steel, painted Good price-durability ratio 
Chain-lock Hardened steel, sink 

plated 
Harder to cut, corrosion protection 

Crank set Steel, chromed Good price-durability ratio 
Steer Steel, chromed Good price-durability ratio 
Luggage carrier Steel, painted Good price-stiffness ratio 
Wheel rim Steel, chromed Good price-durability ratio 
Wheel spokes Steel, sink layered Good durability-stiffness ratio 
 
Bicycle frame  
For the bicycle frame there are two possible options for the material. Only steel and 
aluminium are in the price range of the bicycle. It is good to realise the difference between 
steel and aluminium in the design process. Basically aluminium is three times lighter, three 
times more expensive and has a three times lower yield strength compared to steel. It only 
makes sense to use aluminium with thicker diameter tubes, so that the moment of inertia 
increases, without making the tube wall too thick. (Ashby 2005, pp. 326-328) 
 
The winning bicycle frame of the different concepts is designed with relative thick tubes. 
This gives the bicycle a strong and durable look, and is a suitable design for aluminium 
usage. Also the possibilities in surface treatment of aluminium are in line with the design. 
The aluminium alloy 7005 T6 is a frequently used alloy for bicycle frames, since it has good 
weld abilities and it relatively cheap in ways of producing. (Schornagel, n.d.) 
 
Front fork 
For the same reasons as with the bicycle frame the option for material is aluminium or steel. 
For a good user experience while using the bicycle it is important that the bumps in the roads 
get absorbed. Because of the relatively higher ductility of steel compared to aluminium, steel 
gives a more comfortable riding experience. Another reason is that it is possible to construct 
with thinner diameter legs. 
 
Mud-guard 
The main purpose of the mud-guard is protecting the student from splashing water, coming 
from the wheels. The mud-guard needs to be water resistant. Formed sheet steel covered in 
paint is the cheapest and easiest way of accomplish this goal.  
 
Chain-lock 
Theft prevention is the main purpose of the chain-lock. Using hardened steel for making the 
chain links prevents a potential thief from cutting the chain easily. The sink plated upper 
layer will protect the chain from corrosion, even after possible damage at the chain. 
 
Crank-set, steer and wheel-rims 
To design the wheel-rims strong enough to carry a student and a fellow passenger, the choice 
for chromed steel rims was made. Make a consistent bicycle design in terms of used material; 
also the crank-set and the steer are made of chromed steel. 
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Spokes 
To make a full profit of the strength of the wheel-rims, also the spokes should be capable of 
absorbing high forces. A fast scan of material properties as stainless steel, aluminium and 
sink layered steel shows that sink layered steel has the highest capacity and the lowest price. 
 
Luggage carrier  
The design of the luggage carrier is with small diameter tubes and has the need of a strength 
that can carry the weight of a fellow passenger. This results in the choice for steel. To make it 
corrosion resistant, it has a paint layer. 
 
5.2.3 Product Family 
For this project the product family consists of a bicycle for a woman and a bicycle for a man. 
The difference between the bicycles will be the tubes in the frames. The bicycle for the 
woman will not contain a so-called top tube, though it will contain a tube that is attached to 
the crank tube and the steer-tube. The bicycle for the man does not contain this tube that is 
connected to the crank-tube and steer-tube. The difference is noticeable and significant for 
the gender of the student. It can still be seen that the bicycles are from the same family since 
only one tube will be placed differently depending on the gender 
 
As stated in the limitations of the project there will be only one size will be considered for the 
bicycles. The sizes are different depending on the gender of the bicycle. An average woman 
is shorter than an average man, therefore the sizes between the woman and man bicycle will 
be different.  
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6. The architecture development 
6.1 Theoretical approach 
The purpose with the fifth step is to apply a systems view on the chosen solution. This means 
that the solution is divided into its subsystems. This is done to create a clear view of the 
components of a whole solution and also to describe the subsystems so clearly that work can 
be done simultaneously in more than one area. The development of the systems architecture 
is divided into three general stages. (Jackson 2010, pp. 155) 
 
6.1.1 Designing the system behaviour 
The first one is to design the behaviour of the system in terms of subsystem functions. Here 
we start to sort out the behaviour of the system that is subject to design. For this one uses the 
use case that was gathered in previous steps. First is to review the system use cases context 
and requirements. The major activity in the process of designing behaviour is to take the use 
case behaviours and map them into the subsystems that have been identified. For this one can 
use the "operational description template". When the behaviours and functionality of the 
system has been determined it is time to identify what sets of the functions that makes the 
system behave in certain ways. To do this, simply add an extra row to the "operational 
description template". Next on the agenda would be to add a column on the template and 
name it system state. Meaning that one shall identify the different states in which the system 
can be found. Also note the transition from one state to another. When the behaviour of all 
the systems has been mapped it is time to transfer all the functional requirements to a separate 
sheet were only one subsystem is represented. (Jackson 2010, pp. 156-184)(Grady 2006, pp. 
278-283) 
 
6.1.2 Designing the flow and control 
In the second stage, design and flow control, the behaviour of the system will be summarized 
to get a clear functional view and a state change view. This can be called to design the 
functional control of a system. This is done in two ways. The first one identifies the 
functional relationships. A functional view of a system is simply a description of how the 
functions are related to each other. This is simply done with a functional interrelationship 
matrix. The second method is to summarize the state changes. This method focuses on the 
different states the system can be in during its many behavioural conditions. This is 
commonly done with a State change matrix. Hopefully one of these studies will enrich ones 
understanding of the system. (Jackson 2010, pp. 184-191) (Grady 2006, pp. 281-282) 
 
6.1.3 Designing the systems structure 
The last step in this stage is to design the structure. In this stage the focus is put towards the 
physical architecture of the system. First off is to summarize the systems interfaces with the 
aid of an interface matrix. The matrix is formed by listing the internal and external entities 
and then it maps the signals/links going from one subsystem to another. When that mapping 
is done it is very important to document the links and how they function before going further. 
Some of the links are more critical than others and this will be clearer when the documenting 
can be viewed. The next thing on the agenda is to make an interaction matrix. This matrix 
allows the group to find the emergent interactions (unintended side effects). These are very 
common in mechanical systems but more or less so in software based systems or subsystems. 
The emergent interactions that are discovered could bring additional requirements to some of 
the subsystems. Now it is time to sketch the design concept. When there is a clear view of 
how the finished product/system will look like it is time to create Bill Of Materials (BOM). 
And last in this stage is to allocate different cost to the different subsystems. (Jackson 2010, 
pp. 191-209)(Jiao, Tseng, Ma and Zou 2000) 
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6.2 Application 
6.2.1 Designing the system behaviour 
The behaviour mapped into subsystems 
The table describing the behaviour of the system made in chapter two is used here and will be 
extended in several valuable ways. Table 35 will be called the operational description 
template (ODT) for the desired system. 
 
 
Student uses the Bicycle 
Initial conditions: 
Bicycle is stored, with kickstand out, bicycle locked, lights out and no goods on the luggage carrier. 

 Student bicycle  
Student Bicycle Kickstand Luggage 

carrier 
Lights Chain-

lock 
Steer-
lock 

Destination 

Plans to 
take the 
bicycle to 
reach 
destination 

       

Puts goods 
on luggage 
carrier 

       

   Holds 
weight of 
goods 

    

Unlocks 
the chain-
lock 

       

     Unlocks 
and 
retracts 
chain in 
frame 

  

Unlocks 
steer-lock 

       

      Unlocks 
steering 
ability 

 

Puts lights 
on if it is 
necessary 

       

    Lights 
are 
burning 
in front 
and on 
the back 

   

Pushes 
kickstand  

       

Table 35: ODT ”student uses bicycle” 
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Table 35: ODT ”student uses bicycle”  (continued) 

Student Bicycle Kickstand Luggage 
carrier 

Lights Chain-
lock 

Steer-
lock 

Destination 

  Retracts 
and holds 
kickstand 
in position 

     

Holds 
steer and 
sits on the 
bicycle 
and starts 
moving by 
pushing on 
the 
paddles 

       

 Holds 
weight, 
able to 
move the 
student 

      

Controls 
bicycle by 
steering 
and 
braking 
when 
necessary 

       

 Being able 
to be 
controlled 

      

       Retrieves 
student 

Steps off 
and pushes 
kickstand 
out 

       

  Releases 
kickstand 
so bicycle 
can stand 
by itself 

     

Turns 
lights off 
if 
necessary 

       

    Lights 
stops 
burning 

   

Locks 
steer-lock 

       

      Secures 
steer 
position 
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Student Bicycle Kickstand Luggage 
carrier 

Lights Chain-
lock 

Steer-
lock 

Destination 

Locks 
chain-lock 

       

     Secures 
bicycle at 
position 

  

Carries 
goods 
from 
luggage 
carrier 

       

       Bicycle 
secured at 
destination 

Ending conditions: 
Student is at destination, with secured bicycle, kickstand out, lights out and no goods on the luggage 
carrier. 
 
Identifying interfaces + system states and set targets for behaviour 
To trigger and coordinate some of these steps some data needs to be transferred. In the table 
underneath there are extra rows inserted where a communication has to take place, these are 
called interface rows. 
 
There can also be thoughts of the behaviour of a system when looking at the system states. 
Here is the loaded or unloaded state of the luggage carrier. Lights turned on or off, bicycle 
locked or unlocked and if the bicycle is stationary or moving. 
For some functions targets needs to be set because students do not want to spend a lot time on 
their bicycles. For instance the locking part needs be quick because students can be in a 
hurry. The retraction of the kickstand need to happen quickly as well and there should be no 
delay in turning on or off the lights. 
 
The operational description template (ODT) for “student uses the bicycle” with interface 
rows, system states and time targets is shown in table 36. 

Table 35: ODT "student uses the bicycle" (continued) 
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Table 36: ODT ”student uses bicycle” with interface rows, system stages and time targets 

Student uses the Bicycle 
Initial conditions: 
Bicycle is stored, with kickstand out, bicycle locked, lights out and no goods on the luggage carrier. 
 Student bicycle   
Student Bicycle Kickstand Luggage 

carrier 
Lights Chain-lock Steer-lock Destination System 

State 
Timing 

Plans to take 
the bicycle to 
reach 
destination 

       Unloaded, 
unlighted, 
locked, 
stationary 

 

Puts goods on 
luggage 
carrier 

        
 

Material 
transfer 
(“load”) 

        
 

   Holds weight 
of goods 

    Loaded, 
unlighted, 
locked, 
stationary 

 

   Information 
event (“goods 
in position”) 

     
 

Unlocks the 
chain-lock 

        

1 m
inute 

     Unlocks and 
retracts chain 
in frame 

   

Unlocks steer-
lock 

        

      Unlocks 
steering 
ability 

 Loaded, 
unlighted, 
unlocked, 
stationary 
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Table 36: ODT ”student uses bicycle” with interface rows, system stages and time targets (continued) 
Student Bicycle Kickstand Luggage 

carrier 
Lights Chain-lock Steer-lock Destination System 

State 
Timing 

      Information 
event 
(“Bicycle 
unlocked”) 

  

 

Puts lights on 
if it is 
necessary 

        

1 second 

    Lights are 
burning in 
front and on 
the back 

   Loaded, 
lighted, 
unlocked, 
stationary 

    Information 
event (“lights 
on”) 

    
 

Pushes 
kickstand  

        3 seconds 

  Retracts and 
holds 
kickstand in 
position 

      

  Information 
event 
(“kickstand in 
position”) 

      

 

Holds steer 
and sits on the 
bicycle and 
starts moving 
by pushing on 
the paddles 
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Table 36: ODT ”student uses bicycle” with interface rows, system stages and time targets (continued) 
Student Bicycle Kickstand Luggage 

carrier 
Lights Chain-lock Steer-lock Destination System 

State 
Timing 

 Energy 
transfer 
(“energy in 
bicycle”) 

       

 

 Holds weight, 
able to move 
the student 

      Loaded, 
lighted, 
unlocked, 
moving 

 

Controls 
bicycle by 
steering and 
braking when 
necessary 

        

 

 Being able to 
be controlled 

        

       Retrieves 
student 

  

Steps off and 
pushes 
kickstand out 

       Loaded, 
lighted, 
unlocked, 
stationary 

3 seconds 

  Releases 
kickstand so 
bicycle can 
stand by itself 

      

  Information 
event 
(“kickstand in 
out position”) 
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Table 36: ODT ”student uses bicycle” with interface rows, system stages and time targets (continued) 
Student Bicycle Kickstand Luggage 

carrier 
Lights Chain-lock Steer-lock Destination System 

State 
Timing 

Turns lights 
off if 
necessary 

        
1 second 

    Lights stops 
burning 

   Loaded, 
unlighted, 
unlocked, 
stationary 

    Information 
event (“lights 
off”) 

    
 

Locks steer-
lock 

        

1 m
inute 

      Secures steer 
position 

  

Locks chain-
lock 

        

     Secures 
bicycle at 
position 

  Loaded, 
lighted, 
locked, 
stationary 

      Information 
event 
(“bicycle 
locked”) 
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Student Bicycle Kickstand Luggage 
carrier 

Lights Chain-lock Steer-lock Destination System 
State 

Timing 

Carries goods 
from luggage 
carrier 

       Unloaded, 
unlighted, 
locked, 
stationary 

 

Material 
transfer 
(“unload”) 

        
 

       Bicycle 
secured at 
destination 

 
 

Ending conditions: 
Student is at destination, with bicycle is secured, kickstand out, lights out and no goods on the luggage carrier. 

Table 36: ODT “student uses the bicycle” with interface rows, system states and time targets (continued) 
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Extracting and tracing derived requirements 
With a requirement trace matrix it is really clear to see what function has the most originating 
requirements. In this way more attention can be laid on that particular function. The 
originating requirements were already made in chapter two and the derived functional 
requirements are taken from the steps of the operational description template. 
 
The trace to originating requirements is shown in table 37. This table is then used to make the 
requirements trace matrix as shown in table 38. 
 
Table 37: Trace to originating requirements 
Index Derived functional requirement Function name Affected originating requirement 

DR. 1 
Student plans to use the bicycle to reach 
destination Planning for trip OR.1, OR.3, OR.5, OR.13 

DR. 2 Student puts goods on luggage carrier loading luggage carrier OR.2, OR.10 
DR. 3 Luggage carrier holds weight of goods Holding goods OR.10 
DR. 4 Student unlocks the chain lock Unlocking chain -lock OR.8  
DR. 5 Chain-lock unlocks and retracts in frame Retracts chain OR.8 
DR. 6 Student unlocks steer-lock Key gets Inserted  OR.8 
DR. 7 Steer-lock gets unlocked Steer gets degree of freedom OR.8 

DR. 8 Student put lights on if necessary 
Checking surrounding 
conditions OR.5 

DR. 9 Lights are switched on in front and back Switching on lights OR.5 

DR. 10 Student pushes kickstand 
Bicycle gets extra degree of 
freedom OR.14 

DR. 11 Kickstand retracts and keeps in new position Kickstand collapsed  OR.14 

DR. 12 
Student holds steer and sits on the bicycle and 
starts moving by pushing on the paddles Driving bicycle 

OR.1, OR.2, OR.3, OR.4, OR.6, OR.9, 
OR.10, OR.13 

DR. 13 
Bicycle hold weight and is able to move the 
student Driving bicycle OR.1, OR.2  

DR. 14 
Student controls bicycle by steering and 
braking when necessary Driving bicycle OR.4 

DR. 15 Bicycle is able of getting controlled Controllable bicycle OR.4 
DR. 16 Destination retrieves student Arrived at destination  OR.14 

DR. 17 Student steps off and pushes kickstand out 
Bicycle loses one degree of 
freedom OR.14 

DR. 18 
Releases kickstand so bicycle can stand by 
itself Kickstand stands out  OR.14 

DR. 19 Student turns lights off if necessary Switching off lights OR.5 
DR. 20 Lights stops burning Switched off lights OR.5 
DR. 21 Student locks steer by using steer-lock Extracting key from lock OR.8 

DR. 22 Steer-lock secures steer position 
Steer loses one degree of 
freedom OR.8 

DR. 23 Student locks bicycle by using chain-lock Fixing bicycle OR.8 
DR. 24 Chain-lock secures bicycle at position Fixing bicycle OR.8 
DR. 25 Student carries good from luggage carrier Empty luggage carrier OR.10 
DR. 26 Destination keeps bicycle secured Bicycle in rest OR.8, OR.14 
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 The requirements trace matrix:  
 
Table 38: Requirements trace matrix 

 
 
This table shows that Originating Requirements 2, 3, 4 and 8 are linked to the most derived 
requirements. This makes these three the primary Originating Requirements. It is clear that 
most attention has to be put into making a design of a bicycle that is able to transport the 
student in a safe way, which is controllable by the student and can be secured when it is not 
in use. 
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OR.1 OR.2 OR.3 OR.4 OR.5 OR.6 OR.7 OR.8 OR.9 OR.10 OR.11 OR.12 OR.13 OR.14
Student'plans'to'use'the'bicycle'to'
reach'destination DR.'1

X X X X X

Student'puts'goods'on'luggage'
carrier DR.'2

X X X

Luggage'carrier'holds'weight'of'
goods DR.'3

X X X X

Student'unlocks'the'chain'lock DR.'4 X X X
Chainlock'unlocks'and'retracts'in'
frame DR.'5

X X X

Student'unlocks'steerlock DR.'6 X X
Steerlock'gets'unlocked DR.'7 X X X
Student'put'lights'on'if'necesarry DR.'8 X X X X
Lights'are'switched'on'in'front'and'
back DR.'9

X X

Student'pushes'kickstand DR.'10 X X
Kickstand'retracts'and'keeps'in'new'
position DR.'11

X X X

Student'holds'steer'and'sits'on'the'
bicycle'and'starts'moving'by'
pushing'on'the'paddles DR.'12

X X X X X X X X

Bicycle'hold'weight'and'is'able'to'
move'the'student DR.'13

X X X X

Student'controls'bicycle'by'steering'
and'braking'when'necessary DR.'14

X X X

Bicycle'is'able'of'getting'controlled DR.'15
X X X X X

Destination'retrieves'student DR.'16 X X X
Student'steps'off'and'pushes'
kickstand'out DR.'17

X X

Releases'kickstand'so'bicycle'can'
stand'by'itself DR.'18

X

Student'turns'lights'off'if'necessary DR.'19
X X

Lights'stops'burning DR.'20 X
Student'locks'steer'by'using'
steerlock DR.'21

X X

Steerlock'secures'steer'position DR.'22 X
Student'locks'bicycle'by'using'
chainlock DR.'23

X X X

Chainlock'secures'bike'at'position DR.'24 X X
Student'carries'good'from'luggage'
carrier DR.'25

X X

Destination'keeps'bicycle'secured DR.'26 X X

Requirements'
trace'matrix' Th

e'
sy
st
em

:
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6.2.2 Designing the flow and control 
Identifying functional interrelationships  
To identify the relations between the actions table 39 is useful. This table gives an insight which action triggers another action: 
 
Table 39: Functional interrelationships 
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Student'plans'to'use'the'bicycle'to'reach'
destination
Student'puts'goods'on'luggage'carrier Triggers
Luggage'carrier'holds'weight'of'goods
Student'unlocks'the'chain'lock Triggers
Chainlock'unlocks'and'retracts'in'frame
Student'unlocks'steerlock Triggers
Steerlock'gets'unlocked
Student'put'lights'on'if'necesarry Triggers
Lights'are'switched'on'in'front'and'back
Student'pushes'kickstand Triggers
Kickstand'retracts'and'keeps'in'new'position
Student'holds'steer'and'sits'on'the'bicycle'and'
starts'moving'by'pushing'on'the'paddles Triggers Triggers Triggers Triggers
Bicycle'hold'weight'and'is'able'to'move'the'
student
Student'controls'bicycle'by'steering'and'
braking'when'necessary
Bicycle'is'able'of'getting'controlled
Destination'retrieves'student Triggers Triggers Triggers Triggers
Student'steps'off'and'pushes'kickstand'out
Releases'kickstand'so'bicycle'can'stand'by'itself
Student'turns'lights'off'if'necessary Triggers
Lights'stops'burning
Student'locks'steer'by'using'steerlock Triggers
Steerlock'secures'steer'position Triggers
Student'locks'bicycle'by'using'chainlock Triggers
Chainlock'secures'bike'at'position Triggers
Student'carries'good'from'luggage'carrier
Destination'keeps'bicycle'secured  
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Summarizing state changes 
The changes of subsystems, coming from the ODT table, are described in table 40. This table shows the action in the different stages and actions 
of the subsystems during the process: 
 
Table 40: State Changes 

(Event)(Changes(
state(from,(to

Unloaded,)
unlighted,)
locked,)
stationary

Loaded,)
unlighted,)
locked,)
stationary

Loaded,)
unlighted,)
unlocked,)
stationary

Loaded,)
lighted,)
unlocked,)
stationary

Loaded,)
lighted,)
unlocked,)
moving

Loaded,)
lighted,)
unlocked,)
stationary

Loaded,)
unlighted,)
unlocked,)
stationary

Loaded,)
lighted,)
locked,)
stationary

Unloaded,)
unlighted,)
locked,)
stationary

Unloaded,)
unlighted,)locked,)
stationary "Load"
Loaded,)unlighted,)
locked,)stationary "Goods)in)

position"

Loaded,)unlighted,)
unlocked,)
stationary

"Bicycle)
unlocked"

Loaded,)lighted,)
unlocked,)
stationary "Lights)on"
Loaded,)lighted,)
unlocked,)moving

"Kickstand)in)
position"

Loaded,)lighted,)
unlocked,)
stationary

"Energy)in)
bicycle"

Loaded,)unlighted,)
unlocked,)
stationary

"Kickstand)in)
out)position"

Loaded,)lighted,)
locked,)stationary

"Bicycle)
locked"

Unloaded,)
unlighted,)locked,)
stationary "Unload")  
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6.2.3 Designing the systems structure 
Identifying interfaces and finalize subsystems  
The actions, now expressed in interfaces, show their interaction at the different subsystems. 
With table 41 the needs of the different subsystems get clear. 
 
 
Relates'
subsystem'to Student Bicycle Kickstand Chainlock Steerlock Front5light Rear5light

Luggage5
carrier Goods

Student

Operates'&'
puts'energy'
in "Kicks"' Fixates' Fixates

Switch'
on/off

Switch'
on/off

puts'goods'
at

Bicycle Transports

Kickstand
Keeps'from'
falling

Chainlock Secures
Steerlock Secures

Front5light
Makes'
visable'

Rear5light
Makes'
visable'

Luggage5
carrier

Carries'
goods'of

Goods Put'at
  

Reordering and regrouping subsystems 
The subsystems are getting clear in the interface matrix. These can be reordered and regrouped as 
shown in table 42, so that the affinity of these regrouped subsystems is clear during the sketch stage. 
It is important to show this affinity between the subsystems, in case more project groups are working 
on the development of the bicycle. Each project group can focus on one affinity group instead of 
particular subsystem. 

 
 

Relates'
subsystem'
to Bicycle Chainlock Steerlock Kickstand

Luggage6
carrier Front6light Rear6light

Bicycle
Chainlock Secures
Steerlock Secures

Kickstand
Keeps'from'
falling

Luggage6
carrier
Front6666
light
Rear6light

Light'system

Lig
ht
'sy

st
em

 

  

Table 41: Interface matrix for the bicycle 

Table 42: Reordered and regrouped subsystems 
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Documenting links between subsystems 
How these relations between the systems are getting shape, is described in the ‘define link 
matrix’ table 43. This is useful as backup during the design process. 
 
Table 43: Define link matrix 
Relates'
subsystem'
to Student Bicycle Kickstand Chainlock Steerlock Front5light Rear5light

Luggage5
carrier

Student
Manual'
contact

Manual'
contact

Manual'
contact

Manual'
contact

Manual'
contact

Manual'
contact

Bicycle
Mechanical'
connection

Mechanical'
connection

Mechanical'
connection

Kickstand
Chainlock
Steerlock

Front5light

Rear5light
Luggage5
carrier
 

 
Identifying emergent interactions 
The reactions of interaction of the different subsystems are called the side effects. It is 
important to have these interactions clear, so that the design will be capable of handle these 
possible side effects. This information is shown in table 44. 
 
Table 44: Identify emergent interactions 

Negatively*
affects Student Bicycle Kickstand Chainlock Steerlock Front5light Rear5light

Luggage5
carrier

Student
Can*loose*
key

Can*loose*
key

Bicycle

Kickstand
Fails*with*hard*
wind

Chainlock
Steerlock

Front5light
fails*with*
empty*battery

Rear5light
fails*with*
empty*battery

Luggage5
carrier
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6.2.4 Designing sketches: presentation of the conceptual design 
The concept sketches made in chapter four are drawn by hand, to show a more exact 
representation of the design it has been drawn in SolidWorks. Here dimensions were given to 
the bicycle to make a realistic representation of the bicycle. The dimensions retrieved by 
putting the crotch height into the program BikeCAD (Curry n.d.), an online bicycle 
dimension application. Some parts of the bicycle assembly seen below are retrieved from 
grabcad.com (Elmendorp n.d.), this is a site on which individuals can download already made 
SolidWorks files. This can decrease the time of designing a product in SolidWorks. In figure 
12 and 13 the side view of the bicycles are shown. In figure 16 an overhead view of the 
woman bicycle is shown. 
 

 
Figure 12: Side view of man bicycle concept 

 
Figure 13: Side view of woman bicycle concept 
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With the concept drawings shown above the strong points of this bicycle can be seen. The 
bicycle has a simple sleek design, which is quite unique when seen among other bicycles. 
This is why the serial code (seen in figure 17) can be of great value to make the bicycle 
unattractive to thieves. Once a bicycle gets stolen the serial code can be reported to the 
police, cyclist shops and maybe even an Internet database. The thief would have trouble 
selling the bicycle with this stolen bicycle code. Also when the thief attempts to cover up the 
serial code it can still be seen that the bicycle is of a particular brand because it has a 
distinctive bicycle frame. This would also result in a no resell value, since the bicycle is more 
likely to be stolen when the serial code is covered up. 

Figure 14: Detail view containing steer lock concept 

 

Figure 15: Detail view of chain lock integrated in bicycle 
frame 

Figure 16: Woman bicycle concept 

 

Figure 17: Detail view of integrated front light and visible serial code on frame. 
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This is not the first reason that makes the bicycle unattractive to thieves; the bicycle needs to 
be unlocked first in order to steal it. A chain lock, shown in figure 15, and a steer lock, shown 
in figure 14, are implemented to make stealing it hard.  
 
From the survey analysis, found in appendix 1, it was clear that the lights on a student bicycle 
were not working on almost 50% of the students that filled in the survey. To decrease this 
percentage of the bicycle design the front light is made into the frame, so it will be harder to 
break. 
 
Weak points 
The bicycle will also have it weak points with all the things that are implemented. For 
instance the frame will suffer from wear from the contact of the chain that is being retracted 
at times. Also it will have a lot of stress around this area. A hole also means that dirt and 
water can come in which can result in unpleasant usage. This is one of the downsides of using 
an integrated chain lock.  
 
The steer lock that can be seen in the concept is located in position that the student cannot 
control it nicely. The location is only put there so it is showable in these concept pictures. 
 
More figures of the concept can be seen in appendix 8. 
 
6.2.5 Bill of materials 
In the bill of materials (BOM) all the parts of the bicycle are hierarchically numbered as 
shown in table 45. This is useful to get an overview of the different parts. 
 
 Table 45: Bill of materials 
Part%
number% Hierarchy%%
1" Bicycle" "" "" "" "" ""

1.1" "" Frame" "" "" "" ""

1.1.1" "" "" Front"fork" "" "" ""

1.1.1.1" "" "" "" Bearings" "" ""

1.1.1.2" "" "" ""
Bearing"
cups" "" ""

1.1.2" "" "" Frame" "" "" ""

1.1.3" "" "" Steer" "" "" ""

1.1.3.1" "" "" "" Steer"rod" "" ""

"" "" "" "" Handles" "" ""

1.1.4" "" "" Luggage"carrier" "" "" ""

1.1.4.1" "" "" "" Bolts" "" ""

1.1.4.2" "" "" "" Screws" "" ""

1.1.5" "" "" Saddle"rod" "" "" ""

1.1.5.1" "" "" ""
Saddle"rod"
screw" "" ""

1.2" "" Lights" "" "" "" ""

1.2.1" "" "" Front"light" "" "" ""

1.2.2" "" "" Rear"light" "" "" ""
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Part%
number% Hierarchy%%
1.3" "" Wheels" "" "" "" ""

1.3.1" "" "" Front"wheel" "" "" ""

1.3.1.1" "" "" "" Hub" "" ""

1.3.1.1.1" "" "" "" "" Hub"rod" ""

1.3.1.1.1.1" "" "" "" "" "" Rod"nut"

1.3.1.1.1.2" "" "" "" "" "" Washers"

1.3.1.1.2" "" "" "" "" Bearing" ""

1.3.1.2" "" "" "" Spokes" "" ""

1.3.1.3" "" "" "" Spoke"nut" "" ""

1.3.1.4" "" "" "" Rim" "" ""

1.3.1.4.1" "" "" "" ""
Outer"
tire" ""

1.3.1.4.2" "" "" "" ""
Inner"
tire" ""

1.3.1.4.3" "" "" "" "" Rim"tape" ""

1.3.2" "" "" Rear"wheel" "" "" ""

1.3.2.1" "" "" "" Hub" "" ""

1.3.2.1.1" "" "" "" "" Hub"rod" ""

1.3.2.1.1.1" "" "" "" "" "" Rod"nut"

1.3.2.1.1.2" "" "" "" "" "" Washers"

1.3.2.1.2" "" "" "" "" Bearing" ""

1.3.2.2" "" "" "" Spokes" "" ""

1.3.2.3" "" "" "" Spoke"nut" "" ""

1.3.2.4" "" "" "" Rim" "" ""

1.3.2.4.1" "" "" "" ""
Outer"
tire" ""

1.3.2.4.2" "" "" "" ""
Inner"
tire" ""

1.3.2.4.3" "" "" "" "" Rim"tape" ""

1.4" "" Crank" "" "" "" ""

1.4.1" "" "" CrankGset" "" "" ""

1.4.1.1" "" "" "" Bolts" "" ""

1.4.2" "" "" CrankGrod" "" "" ""

1.5" "" Paddle" "" "" "" ""

1.6" "" Transmission" "" "" "" ""

1.6.1" "" "" Chain" "" "" ""

1.6.2" "" "" Rear"chainGwheel" "" "" ""

1.6.3" "" ""
Front"chainG
wheel" "" "" ""

1.7" "" MudGguard" "" "" "" ""

1.7.1" "" "" Front" "" "" ""

1.7.1.1" "" "" "" Bolts" "" ""

1.7.1.2" "" "" "" Guiders" "" ""

1.7.1.3" "" "" "" Washers" "" ""

Table 45: Bill of materials (continued) 
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Part%
number% Hierarchy%%

1.7.1.4" "" "" "" Nuts" "" ""

1.7.2" "" "" Rear" "" "" ""

1.7.2.1" "" "" "" Bolts" "" ""

1.7.2.2" "" "" "" Guiders" "" ""

1.7.2.3" "" "" "" Washers" "" ""

1.7.2.4" "" "" "" Nuts" "" ""

1.7.3" "" Brake" "" "" "" ""

1.7.3.1" "" "" Front"brake" "" "" ""

1.7.3.2" "" "" Cable" "" "" ""

1.7.3.3" "" "" Brake"lever" "" "" ""

1.7.4" "" Bell" "" "" "" ""

1.7.5" "" ChainGlock" "" "" "" ""

1.7.6" "" SteerGlock" "" "" "" ""

1.7.7" ""
Wheel"
reflector" "" "" "" ""

1.8" "" ChainGguard"" "" "" "" ""

1.8.1" "" "" Bolts" "" "" ""

1.8.2" "" "" Nuts" "" "" ""

1.8.3" "" "" Washers" "" "" ""
 
6.2.6 Material cost estimation for bicycle 
In table 46 the BOM list is the basement of the price estimation of the bicycle. The estimated 
price is € 189,54 (about 1600 SEK). This price excludes marketing, shipping costs. Further 
research needs to be accomplished to do a reliable estimation for the final sale price. The 
gender difference in frame is neglect able for the price calculation, since the amount of 
material is about the same.  
 

Table 45: Bill of materials (continued) 
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Table 46: Material cost estimation 

Bill$of$materials$
Raw$material$
description$

Unit$of$
measure$

Estimated$
quantity$
per$bicycle$

Material$
cost$per$
unit$[€]$

Material$
cost$per$
bicycle[€]$

Subtotal
s$

Subsyst
em$
totals$

Syste
m$
total$

1" Bicycle" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" 189,54"
1.1" Frame" "" "" "" "" "" "" 56,59" ""
1.1.1" Front"fork" Steel" Count" 1" 8" 8" "" "" ""
1.1.1.1" Bearings" Hardness"steel" Count" 2" 1,25" 2,5" "" "" ""
1.1.1.2" Bearing"cups" Steel" Count" 2" 0,9" 1,8" "" "" ""

1.1.2" Frame" Aluminium" Count" 1" 19" 19" "" "" ""
1.1.3" Steer" Steel" Count" 1" 8" 8" "" "" ""
1.1.3.1" Steer"rod" Steel" Count" 1" 2,25" 2,25" "" "" ""
1.1.3.2" Handles" Rubber" Count" 2" 1,4" 2,8" "" "" ""

1.1.4" Luggage"carrier" Steel" Count" 1" 8" 8" "" "" ""
1.1.4.1" Bolts" M4x16"Zinc"plated" Count" 4" 0,04" 0,16" "" "" ""
1.1.4.2" Nuts" M4"Zinc"plated" Count" 2" 0,01" 0,02" "" "" ""

1.1.5" Saddle"rod" Steel"pipe"Chromed" Count" 1" 4" 4" "" "" ""
1.1.5.1" Saddle"rod"screw" M5x26"Zinc"plated" Count" 1" 0,06" 0,06" "" "" ""

1.2" Lights" "" "" "" "" 0" "" 8,25" ""
1.2.1" Front"light" Plastic/LED" Count" 1" 4,5" 4,5" "" "" ""
1.2.2" Rear"light" Plastic/LED" Count" 1" 3,75" 3,75" "" "" ""

1.3" Wheels" "" "" "" "" 0" "" 53,88" ""
1.3.1" Front"wheel" "" Count" 1" "" 0" 26,94" "" ""
1.3.1.1" Hub" "" Count" 1" 4,25" 4,25" "" "" ""
1.3.1.1.1" Hub"rod" Steel" Count" 1" 1,25" 1,25" 3,23$ "" ""
1.3.1.1.1.1" Rod"nut" Steel" Count" 2" 0,05" 0,1" "" "" ""
1.3.1.1.1.2" Washers" Steel" Count" 4" 0,02" 0,08" "" "" ""

1.3.1.1.2" Bearing" Hardness"steel" Count" 2" 0,9" 1,8" "" "" ""
1.3.1.2" Spokes" Steel" Count" 36" 0,1" 3,6" "" "" ""
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Bill$of$materials$
Raw$material$
description$

Unit$of$
measure$

Estimated$
quantity$
per$bicycle$

Material$
cost$per$
unit$[€]$

Material$
cost$per$
bicycle[€]$

Subtotal
s$

Subsyst
em$
totals$

Syste
m$
total$

1.3.1.3" Spoke"nut" Steel" Count" 36" 0,06" 2,16" "" "" ""
1.3.1.4" Rim" Steel" Count" 1" 6,1" 6,1" 13,7$ "" ""
1.3.1.4.1" Outer"tire" Rubber" Count" 1" 4,9" 4,9" "" "" ""
1.3.1.4.2" Inner"tire" Rubber" Count" 1" 2,3" 2,3" "" "" ""
1.3.1.4.3" Rim"tape" Rubber" Count" 1" 0,4" 0,4" "" "" ""

1.3.2" Rear"wheel" "" Count" "" "" 0" 26,94" "" ""
1.3.2.1" Hub" "" Count" 1" 4,25" 4,25" 7,48$ "" ""
1.3.2.1.1" Hub"rod" Steel" Count" 1" 1,25" 1,25" "" "" ""
1.3.2.1.1.1" Rod"nut" Steel" Count" 2" 0,05" 0,1" "" "" ""
1.3.2.1.1.2" Washers" Steel" Count" 4" 0,02" 0,08" "" "" ""

1.3.2.1.2" Bearing" Hardness"steel" Count" 2" 0,9" 1,8" "" "" ""
1.3.2.2" Spokes" Steel" Count" 36" 0,1" 3,6" "" "" ""
1.3.2.3" Spoke"nut" Steel" Count" 36" 0,06" 2,16" "" "" ""
1.3.2.4" Rim" Steel" Count" 1" 6,1" 6,1" 13,7$ "" ""
1.3.2.4.1" Outer"tire" Rubber" Count" 1" 4,9" 4,9" "" "" ""
1.3.2.4.2" Inner"tire" Rubber" Count" 1" 2,3" 2,3" "" "" ""
1.3.2.4.3" Rim"tape" Rubber" Count" 1" 0,4" 0,4" "" "" ""

1.4" Crank" "" "" "" "" 0" "" 20,1" ""
1.4.1" CrankVset" Aluminium" Count" 1" 8,4" 8,4" "" "" ""
1.4.1.1" Bolts" Steel" Count" 2" 1,2" 2,4" "" "" ""

1.4.2" CrankVrod" Steel" Count" 1" 9,3" 9,3" "" "" ""
1.5" Paddle" Steel/rubber/aluminium" Count" 2" 2,7" 5,4" "" 5,4" ""
1.6" Transmission" "" "" "" "" 0" "" 4,4" ""
1.6.1" Chain" Steel" Count" 1" 1,2" 1,2" "" "" ""
1.6.2" Rear"chainVwheel" Steel" Count" 1" 1,3" 1,3" "" "" ""
1.6.3" Front"chainVwheel" Steel" Count" 1" 1,9" 1,9" "" "" ""

Table 47: Material cost estimation (continued) 
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Bill$of$materials$
Raw$material$
description$

Unit$of$
measure$

Estimated$
quantity$
per$bicycle$

Material$
cost$per$
unit$[€]$

Material$
cost$per$
bicycle[€]$

Subtotal
s$

Subsyst
em$
totals$

Syste
m$
total$

1.7" Mudguard" "" "" "" "" 0" "" 8,44" ""
1.7.1" Front" Aluminium" Count" 1" 2,4" 2,4" 3,97$ "" ""
1.7.1.1" Bolts" M3x16"Zinc"plated" Count" 4" 0,04" 0,16" "" "" ""
1.7.1.2" Guiders" Steel"rod"chromed" Count" 1" 1,25" 1,25" "" "" ""
1.7.1.3" Washers" M3"Zinc"plated" Count" 8" 0,01" 0,08" "" "" ""
1.7.1.4" Nuts" M3"Zinc"plated" Count" 4" 0,02" 0,08" "" "" ""

1.7.2" Rear" Aluminium" Count" 1" 2,9" 2,9" 4,47$ "" ""
1.7.2.1" Bolts" M3x16"Zinc"plated" Count" 4" 0,04" 0,16" "" "" ""
1.7.2.2" Guiders" Steel"rod"chromed" Count" 1" 1,25" 1,25" "" "" ""
1.7.2.3" Washers" M3"Zinc"plated" Count" 8" 0,01" 0,08" "" "" ""
1.7.2.4" Nuts" M3"Zinc"plated" Count" 4" 0,02" 0,08" "" "" ""

1.8" Brake" "" "" "" "" 0" "" 8,76" ""
1.8.3.1" Front"brake" Chromed"steel" Count" 1" 4,4" 4,4" "" "" ""
1.8.3.2" Cable" Steel" Meter" 0,8" 1,2" 0,96" "" "" ""
1.8.3.3" Brake"lever" Aluminium" Count" 1" 3,4" 3,4" "" "" ""
1.9" Bell" "" Count" 1" 1,2" 1,2" "" 1,2" ""
1.10" ChainVlock" Hardness"steel" Count" 1" 13" 13" "" 13" ""
1.11" SteerVlock" Hardness"steel" Count" 1" 3,4" 3,4" "" 3,4" ""
1.12" Wheel"reflector" Plastic" Count" 2" 0,75" 1,5" "" 1,5" ""
1.13" Chain"guard"" Plastic" Count" 1" 4,3" 4,3" "" 4,62" ""
1.13.1" Bolts" M3x12"Zinc"plated" Count" 4" 0,04" 0,16" "" "" ""
1.13.2" Nuts" M3"Zinc"plated" Count" 4" 0,02" 0,08" "" "" ""
1.13.3" Washers" M3"Zinc"plated" Count" 8" 0,01" 0,08" "" "" ""

Table 48: Material cost estimation (continued) 
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6.2.7 Rough-cut estimate of bicycle reliability  
In table 47 the BOM list is used for the reliability estimation in hours of usage before a possible failure. The estimated average time when a bicycle will have 
its first failure is after 226,2 hour of usage. In this table some parts are estimated on 10.000 hours of usage. This number represents an infinite of hours of 
usage. Note that within these failures flat tires and empty batteries for lights are included. After 226,2 hour the first failure will occur at the wheel. 
 

Bill$of$materials$

Estimated$
mean$time$to$
failure$
(MTTF)$
(hours$of$
usage)$

Failure$
rates$
(failures$
per$hour)$

Failure$rate$
subtotals$
(failures$per$
hour)$

Failure$rate$
subsystem$
totals$
(failure$per$
hour)$

Failure$rate$
system$total$
(failures$per$
hour)$

MTTF$
subsystems$
(hours$of$
usage$

MTTF$
System$
(Hours$
of$
usage)$

1" Bicycle" "" "" "" "" 0,004420179" "" 226,2"
1.1" Frame" "" "" "" 0,00125098" "" 799,373041" ""

1.1.1" Front"fork" 10.000" 0,0001" 0,00035098" "" "" "" ""
1.1.1.1" Bearings" 7500" 0,0001333" "" "" "" "" ""
1.1.1.2" Bearing"cups" 8500" 0,0001176" "" "" "" "" ""

1.1.2" Frame" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.1.3" Steer" 10.000" 0,0001" 0,0003" "" "" "" ""

1.1.3.1" Steer"rod" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.1.3.2" Handles" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""

1.1.4" Luggage"carrier" 10.000" 0,0001" 0,0003" "" "" "" ""
1.1.4.1" Bolts" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.1.4.2" Nuts" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""

1.1.5" Saddle"rod" 10.000" 0,0001" 0,0002" "" "" "" ""
1.1.5.1" Saddle"rod"screw" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""

1.2" Lights" "" "" "" 0,000307692" "" 3250" ""
1.2.1" Front"light" 6500" 0,0001538" "" "" "" "" ""
1.2.2" Rear"light" 6500" 0,0001538" "" "" "" "" ""

1.3" Wheels" "" "" "" 0,002966667" "" 337,078652" ""
1.3.1" Front"wheel" "" "" 0,001483333" "" "" "" ""

Table 47: Rough-cut estimation of bicycle reliability 
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Table 47: Rough-cut estimation of bicycle reliability (continued) 

Bill$of$materials$

Estimated$
mean$time$to$
failure$
(MTTF)$
(hours$of$
usage)$

Failure$
rates$
(failures$
per$hour)$

Failure$rate$
subtotals$
(failures$per$
hour)$

Failure$rate$
subsystem$
totals$
(failure$per$
hour)$

Failure$rate$
system$total$
(failures$per$
hour)$

MTTF$
subsystems$
(hours$of$
usage$

MTTF$
System$
(Hours$
of$
usage)$

1.3.1.1" Hub" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.3.1.1.1" Hub"rod" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""

1.3.1.1.1.1" Rod"nut" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.3.1.1.1.2" Washers" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""

1.3.1.1.2" Bearing" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.3.1.2" Spokes" 8000" 0,000125" "" "" "" "" ""
1.3.1.3" Spoke"nut" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.3.1.4" Rim" 8000" 0,000125" "" "" "" "" ""

1.3.1.4.1" Outer"tire" 3000" 0,0003333" "" "" "" "" ""
1.3.1.4.2" Inner"tire" 5000" 0,0002" "" "" "" "" ""
1.3.1.4.3" Rim"tape" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""

1.3.2" Rear"wheel" "" "" 0,001483333" "" "" "" ""
1.3.2.1" Hub" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""

1.3.2.1.1" Hub"rod" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.3.2.1.1.1" Rod"nut" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.3.2.1.1.2" Washers" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""

1.3.2.1.2" Bearing" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.3.2.2" Spokes" 8000" 0,000125" "" "" "" "" ""
1.3.2.3" Spoke"nut" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.3.2.4" Rim" 8000" 0,000125" "" "" "" "" ""

1.3.2.4.1" Outer"tire" 3000" 0,0003333" "" "" "" "" ""
1.3.2.4.2" Inner"tire" 5000" 0,0002" "" "" "" "" ""
1.3.2.4.3" Rim"tape" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
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Table 47: Rough-cut estimation of bicycle reliability (continued) 

Bill$of$materials$

Estimated$
mean$time$to$
failure$
(MTTF)$
(hours$of$
usage)$

Failure$
rates$
(failures$
per$hour)$

Failure$rate$
subtotals$
(failures$per$
hour)$

Failure$rate$
subsystem$
totals$
(failure$per$
hour)$

Failure$rate$
system$total$
(failures$per$
hour)$

MTTF$
subsystems$
(hours$of$
usage$

MTTF$
System$
(Hours$
of$
usage)$

1.4" Crank" "" "" "" 0,000311111" "" 3214,28571" ""
1.4.1" CrankVset" 9000" 0,0001111" 0,000211111" "" "" "" ""

1.4.1.1" Bolts" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.4.2" CrankVrod" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""

1.5" Paddle" 10.000" 0,0001" "" 0,0001" "" 10000" ""
1.6" Transmission" "" "" "" 0,000310526" "" 3220,33898" ""

1.6.1" Chain" 9500" 0,0001053" "" "" "" "" ""
1.6.2" Rear"chainVwheel" 9500" 0,0001053" "" "" "" "" ""
1.6.3" Front"chainVwheel" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""

1.7" Mudguard" "" "" "" 0,001022222" "" 978,26087" ""
1.7.1" Front" 9000" 0,0001111" 0,000511111" "" "" "" ""

1.7.1.1" Bolts" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.7.1.2" Guiders" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.7.1.3" Washers" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.7.1.4" Nuts" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""

1.7.2" Rear" 9000" 0,0001111" 0,000511111" "" "" "" ""
1.7.2.1" Bolts" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.7.2.2" Guiders" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.7.2.3" Washers" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.7.2.4" Nuts" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""

1.8" Brake" "" "" "" 0,0003" "" 3333,33333" ""
1.8.3.1" Front"brake" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.8.3.2" Cable" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
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Bill$of$materials$

Estimated$
mean$time$to$
failure$
(MTTF)$
(hours$of$
usage)$

Failure$
rates$
(failures$
per$hour)$

Failure$rate$
subtotals$
(failures$per$
hour)$

Failure$rate$
subsystem$
totals$
(failure$per$
hour)$

Failure$rate$
system$total$
(failures$per$
hour)$

MTTF$
subsystems$
(hours$of$
usage$

MTTF$
System$
(Hours$
of$
usage)$

1.8.3.3" Brake"lever" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.9" Bell" 8500" 0,0001176" "" 0,000117647" "" 8500" ""
1.10" ChainVlock" 10.000" 0,0001" "" 0,0001" "" 10000" ""
1.11" SteerVlock" 10.000" 0,0001" "" 0,0001" "" 10000" ""
1.12" Wheel"reflector" 10.000" 0,0001" "" 0,0001" "" 10000" ""
1.13" Chain"guard"" 10.000" 0,0001" "" 0,0004" "" 2500" ""

1.13.1" Bolts" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.13.2" Nuts" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""
1.13.3" Washers" 10.000" 0,0001" "" "" "" "" ""

 

Table 49: Rough-cut estimate of bicycle reliability (continued) 
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7. Validating the design 
7.1 Theoretical approach 
This step in the process consists of ensuring that the product is designed right and can satisfy 
the customers’ requirements. There are two steps when performing this part of the process: 
(Jackson 2010, pp. 213-214) 

- Verify the requirements 
- Manage design risks 

7.1.1 Verifying requirements 
According to Jackson (2010) this step is divided into two major tasks: 

- Conducting design reviews 
- Developing a test plan 

7.1.2 Conducting design reviews 
When performing a design review there are two different types to consider, the first one is a 
customer design review that means to involve different individuals and potential customers. 
The second type is to do an internal design review that means to involve experts who have 
not been included in the project but still have a deep knowledge about the topic.  The 
meanings with this type of design reviews are to ensure that the products are satisfying the 
customers’ needs and are designed in the right way. During the internal design review there 
could also be some requirements for the product identified that are related to safety and 
regulatory or other things that no one has thought about before, these are called non-
behavioural requirements (Jackson 2010, pp. 217-220). 
 
7.1.3 Developing test plan 
According to Jackson (2010), it is important to base the test plan for the product on the 
requirements instead of capabilities. The developing of a test plan contains four steps, these 
are: (Jackson 2010, pp. 220-239) 

- Identifying the behavioural test sequences: From the operational description template 
(ODT) it is easy to develop the test sequences. By adding information about the test 
procedure the test engineer can easily understand how this will be performed. It is 
also necessary to add some more boxes to the template where the expected result, 
actual result and time can be filled in.  

- Developing the behavioural test methodology: The development of the test 
methodology should be done for all the behaviours. The test plans contain a summary 
of the requirements for performing the test, entry conditions, exit conditions and 
which test methods are going to be used. There are four different approaches that 
often are used, analysis, inspection, demonstration and physical test. 

- Repeating for the non-behavioural tests: This step is exactly performed as the 
previous one where a test plan is generated.  

- Map test activities to system requirements: This step consists of a control of that the 
developed test plan is complete; this is done by controlling that every test activities 
are connected with some of the origin requirements. Verification cross-reference 
matrix is a tool for controlling the correlation between the requirements and the test 
activities. This is done by writing all the requirements on a horizontal line and all the 
test activities on a vertical line. Next step is to make a cross in the box, which will 
symbolize that the activity and the requirement has a relation.  
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7.1.4 Managing design risks 
The combination of chance and negative results is called risk. It is important to identify as 
much of the risks as possible early in the design process in order to make the right preventive 
actions. These actions are called, corrective actions. A tool for this process is the failure 
modes and effect analysis (FMEA). A FMEA contains nine steps, these are: (Jackson 2010, 
pp. 239-240)(Lewis 2010, pp. 317-322) 

- Select items or functions for analysis 
- Identify failure modes for each item 
- Assess the potential impact of each failure mode 
- Brainstorm possible causes for each failure mode 
- Suggest corrective actions for each possible causes 
- Rate the severity of the potential impact 
- Rate the likelihood of occurrence of each possible cause 
- Assess the risk 
- Prioritize the corrective actions  

7.2 Application 
7.2.1 Conducting design reviews 
In the case of this project it is necessary to have a customer design review. This does not 
mean there will be a review back and forth with the student, since there is more than one 
student that filled in the survey. In this case there will be looked at the outcome of the survey 
and the established customer needs, found in chapter two. For using the bicycle it needs to 
hold the weight of the student and it should endure the force the student develops on the 
bicycle. To verify the capability a simulation of the frame stiffness is made, since this is the 
most critical part on which the forces are subjected. 
 
For the simulation only the bicycle frame of the woman bicycle and the man bicycle are used. 
To give a good simulation three forces are subjected to the bicycle frame, this includes a 
600N force on the saddle post, 300N force on the crank shaft (pointed in the way the student 
presses on the pair of peddles) and a 300N force on the steer post. The three forces resemble 
the weight of the student, which is divided over these three parts. The frame is fixed at the 
rear wheel clamp and at the bottom of the steer tube. 
 
To come to a good conclusion two types of simulations are made, a Von-Misses stress plot 
and a deformation plot. The results of these simulations are compared with the both gender 
bicycle frames to see if there will be a significant difference between the different gender 
bicycles in terms of stress and stiffness. 
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Von Misses stress plot 
 

 
Figure 18: Von Misses plot on the man bicycle in N/m^2 (deformation scale times 40) 

 
Figure 19: Von Misses plot on the woman bicycle in N/m^2 (deformation scale times 990) 

As can be noticed in figure 18 and figure 19 the highest von Misses stress is located at the 
rear wheel clamp in both designs. The highest stress is still significantly smaller than the 
yield strength of the aluminium material. This does not mean that the bicycle cannot break, 
since the bicycle can be subjected to some impact forces. This can be investigated further 
when going in to the development process. For this conceptual design it seems that the 
bicycle frame can handle the weight and forces of a student.   
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Deformation plot 

 
Figure 20: Deformation plot of the man bicycle in mm (deformation scale times 40) 
 

 
Figure 21: Deformation plot of the woman bicycle in mm (deformation scale times 990) 

As showed in figure 20 and 21 in the deformation plots it can be seen that the man bicycle 
has a bigger deformation than the woman bicycle (notice the deformation up scaling). The 
deformation is relatively small, especially taken in mind with a total applied force of 1200N. 
With further development it would be wise to do a more extensive research with a deeper 
dynamic simulation and prototype tests. The woman bicycle has a really small displacement 
that can almost be neglected.  
 
The customer would be satisfied that the bicycle frames can handle the weight and forces of 
the student, still more needs to be tested before the customer (the student) would be sure that 
the bicycle is safe to be used. 
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7.2.2 Developing the test plan 
To identify behavioural test sequences an ODT has been made with test information. This 
includes the expected result and actual result. In this case the design cannot be tested so the 
actual result is left empty. This ODT is shown in table 48.
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Student uses the Bicycle 
Initial conditions: 
Bicycle is stored, with kickstand out, bicycle locked, lights out and no goods on the luggage carrier. 
 Student bicycle     
Student Bicycle Kickstand Luggage 

carrier 
Lights Chain-

lock 
Steer-lock Destination System 

State 
Timing Expected 

Result 
Actual 
Result 

Plans to 
take the 
bicycle to 
reach 
destination 

       Unloaded, 
unlighted, 
locked, 
stationary 

   

Puts goods 
on luggage 
carrier 

           

Material 
transfer 
(“load”) 

           

   Holds 
weight of 
goods 

    Loaded, 
unlighted, 
locked, 
stationary 

 Observe 
that 
luggage 
carrier is 
capable of 
holding 
weight 

 

   Information 
event 
(“goods in 
position”) 

        

Unlocks the 
chain-lock 

        

1 m
inute 

  

     Unlocks 
and 
retracts 
chain in 
frame 

   Observe 
that frame 
not fixated 
anymore 

 

Table 48: ODT made to identify behavioral test sequences 
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Student Bicycle Kickstand Luggage 
carrier 

Lights Chain-
lock 

Steer-lock Destination System 
State 

Expected 
Result 

Actual 
Result 

Unlocks 
steer-lock 

          

      Unlocks 
steering 
ability 

 Loaded, 
unlighted, 
unlocked, 
stationary 

Observe 
that Steer 
has needed 
degree of 
freedom for 
steering 

 

      Information 
event 
(“Bicycle 
unlocked”) 

     

Puts lights 
on if it is 
necessary 

        

1 second 

  

    Lights are 
burning in 
front and on 
the back 

   Loaded, 
lighted, 
unlocked, 
stationary 

Observe 
that bicycle 
+ driver are 
visible 

 

    Information 
event 
(“lights 
on”) 

    

 

  

Pushes 
kickstand  

        

3 seconds 

  

  Retracts and 
holds 
kickstand in 
position 

      Observe 
that 
kickstand is 
retracted 

 

Table 48: ODT made to identify behavioral test sequences (continued) 
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Table 48: ODT made to identify behavioral test sequences (continued) 
Student Bicycle Kickstand Luggage 

carrier 
Lights Chain-

lock 
Steer-lock Destination System 

State 
Timing Expected 

Result 
Actual 
Result 

  Information 
event 
(“kickstand 
in position”) 

         

Holds steer 
and sits on 
the bicycle 
and starts 
moving by 
pushing on 
the paddles 

         Observe 
that bicycle 
makes 
motion 

 

 Energy 
transfer 
(“energy in 
bicycle”) 

          

 Holds 
weight, 
able to 
move the 
student 

      Loaded, 
lighted, 
unlocked, 
moving 

   

Controls 
bicycle by 
steering and 
braking 
when 
necessary 

           

 Being able 
to be 
controlled 

        Observe 
that bicycle 
is 
controllable 
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Student Bicycle Kickstand Luggage 
carrier 

Lights Chain-
lock 

Steer-lock Destination System 
State 

Timing Expected 
Result 

Actual 
Result 

       Retrieves 
student 

  Observe 
that student 
is save at 
destination 

 

Steps off 
and pushes 
kickstand 
out 

       Loaded, 
lighted, 
unlocked, 
stationary 

3 seconds 

Observe 
that bicycle 
is 
stationary 

 

  Releases 
kickstand so 
bicycle can 
stand by 
itself 

      Observe 
that bicycle 
can stand 
by itself 

 

  Information 
event 
(“kickstand 
in out 
position”) 

      

 

  

Turns lights 
off if 
necessary 

        

1 second 

  

    Lights stops 
burning 

   Loaded, 
unlighted, 
unlocked, 
stationary 

Observe 
that lights 
are off 

 

    Information 
event 
(“lights 
off”) 

    

 

  

Table 48: ODT made to identify behavioral test sequences (continued) 
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Student Bicycle Kickstand Luggage 
carrier 

Lights Chain-
lock 

Steer-lock Destination System 
State 

Timing Expected 
Result 

Actual 
Result 

Locks 
steer-lock 

        

1 m
inute 

 

 

      Secures 
steer 
position 

  Observe 
that steer 
has no 
degrees of 
freedom 

 

Locks 
chain-lock 

        

  

     Secures 
bicycle at 
position 

  Loaded, 
lighted, 
locked, 
stationary 

Observe 
that frame 
is fixated at 
place, 
unlock able 
for stranger 

 

      Information 
event 
(“bicycle 
locked”) 

     

Carries 
goods from 
luggage 
carrier 

       Unloaded, 
unlighted, 
locked, 
stationary 

   

Material 
transfer 
(“unload”) 

           

Table&48:&ODT&made&to&identify&behavioral&test&sequences&(continued)&
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Student Bicycle Kickstand Luggage 
carrier 

Lights Chain-
lock 

Steer-lock Destination System 
State 

Timing Expected 
Result 

Actual 
Result 

       Bicycle 
secured at 
destination 

    

Ending conditions: 
Student is at destination, with bicycle is secured, kickstand out, lights out and no goods on the luggage carrier. 

Table 50: ODT made to identify behavioural test sequences (continued) 
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7.2.3 Behavioural test plan 
In the behavioural test plan the procedure for testing all the functional requirements are 
described. The test plan also contains important information about the entry condition and the 
exit condition, which means the results that need to be fulfilled for passing the test. For 
performing these tests the completed prototype needs to be finished. The behavioural test 
plan can be seen in table 49. 
 
Table 51: Behavioural test plan 
Test number Test Method Test Facilities Entry Conditions Exit Conditions 
TP.1 Test procedure: 

Student uses 
bicycle 

Student gently 
applies weight on 
bicycle, tries to 
ride it 

Completed 
prototype 

Student is able to 
ride bicycle in 
different 
situations(road 
condition) and 
different speeds 

TP.2 Test procedure: 
Student lets 
bicycle fall 

Falls on the street Completed 
prototype 

Bicycle survives 
25 repetitions 

TP.3 Test procedure: 
Student overloads 
bicycle 

Weights applied 
on bicycle 

Completed 
prototype 

Bicycle does not 
deform too much 
that it is not able 
to function 
anymore 

TP.4 Test procedure: 
Bicycle collides 
with wall 

Wall Completed 
prototype 

Bicycle survives 
collision at 10 
km/h 

TP.5 Test procedure: 
Student fails to 
unlock bicycle 

 Locking 
mechanism 

No jamming of 
locking 
mechanism after 
100 repetitions of 
unlocking 

TP.6 Test procedure: 
Student fails to 
turn lights on 

 Lights with 
batteries and 
switch 

No breaking of 
light system after 
100 repetitions of 
switching on/off 
lights 

TP.7 Test procedure: 
Student able to 
brake on time 

Road Completed 
Prototype 

Able to brake 
according to ISO 
Standards 

 
Test methodologies for non-behavioural requirements 
In table 50 the different test methodologies for the non-behavioural requirements are 
developed. It is easy to follow how the test will be performed and which results are expected. 
The result from the test must be equal with the exit condition in order to fulfil the technical 
requirements that are translated from the voice of the customer through the house of quality. 
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Index Finalized+originating+requirements Abstract+name Test+no. Test+method
Vertification+
method Test+facilities Entry+condition Exit+condition

OR.14 The)bicycle)shall)have)two)wheels. Wheels TP.8 Observation I None Design)drawing
Observed)number)
satisfies)requirement

OR.15
The)bicycle)will)have)no)sharp)edges)that)can)
be)in)contact)with)the)user. Edges Tp.9 Observation I None Completed)prototype

Bicycles)edges)satisfies)
requirement

OR.16
Any)screws/bolts)used)on)the)bicycle)need)
to)have)a)suitable)locking)device.

Tightened)
bolts/screws TP.10

Observate)bolts)after)test)
procedure I,)T None Completed)prototype

Scews/bolts)fixatings)
satisfies)requirement

OR.17
The)bicycle)will)have)no)protrusions)on)the)
frame)longer)than)8mm Protrusion TP.11 Measure) I Measure)tape Completed)prototype

Length)of)protrusions)
satisfies)requirement

OR.18

The)bicycle)must)have)two)braking)systems,)
one)for)the)front)wheel)and)one)for)the)back)
wheel. Brakes TP.12 Observation I None Design)drawing

Observed)number)
satisfies)requirement

OR.19

The)handlebar)of)the)bicycle)shall)have)an)
overall)width)between)350)mm)and)1000)mm)
unless)national)regulations)dictate)
otherwise. Handlebar TP.13 Measure)the)width T Measure)tape Completed)prototype

Measured)number)
satisfies)requirement

OR.20

The)vertical)distance)between)the)top)of)the)
handlebar)grips,)when)assembled)to)the)
highest)riding)position)according)to)the)
manufacturer's)instructions,)and)the)seat)
surface)of)the)saddle)at)its)lowest)position)
shall)not)exceed)400)mm. Height TP.14

Put)handlebar)in)highest)
riding)position)and)the)seat)
surface)at)it)lowest.)
Measure)the)distance T Measure)tape,)wrench) Completed)prototype

Measured)number)
satisfies)requirement

OR.21
The)steering)shall)turn)60)degrees)in)both)
directions)without)any)noticeable)resistant. Turning TP.15

Observe)if)steer)is)able)of))
steering)in)both)ways,)by)
using)a)protractor.)Notice)
possible)resistance)by)
feeling T Protractor Completed)prototype

Observation)satisfies)
requirement

OR.22

A)minimum)of)25)%)of)the)total)mass)of)the)
bicycle)and)rider)shall)act)on)the)front)wheel)
when)the)rider)is)holding)the)handlebar)
grips)and)sitting)on)the)saddle. Mass TP.16

Determine)by)free)body)
diagram A None Design)drawing

Calculated)number)
satisfies)requirement

OR.23

The)frame)of)the)bicycle)will)not)exceed)the)
deformation)limits)given)by)the)ISO)standard)
4210)when)subjected)to)the)provided)
strength)tests. Standards TP.17

Test)the)frame)according)to)
the)ISO)standard)4210 A,)T

Simulating)software,)
phisical)weights

Design)drawing,)
component)sample

Bicycle)stands)tests)and)
satisfies)requirement

OR.24
The)mudguard)shall)not)prevent)rotation)of)
the)wheel)or)shall)obstruct)the)steering Obstruction TP.18

Observation)by)driving)the)
bicycle T None Completed)prototype

Bicycle)stands)tests)and)
satisfies)requirement

OR.25

There)shall)be)a)clearance)of)6mm)between)
the)tyre)and)frame,)fork)or)mudguard)and)its)
attachments)bolts Tyre)clearance TP.19 Measure T Caliper) Completed)prototype

Measured)number)
satisfies)requirement

OR.26

Bicycles)shall)have)at)least)100mm)clearance)
between)the)pedal)and)front)tyre)or)
mudguard)(when)turned)to)any)position). Wheel)clearance TP.20

Measure)in)every)possible)
position T Measure)tape Completed)prototype

Measured)number)
satisfies)requirement

OR.27

As)for)a)chain)guard)the)bicycle)shall)be)
equipped)with)a)chain\wheel)disc,)a)
protective)device)or)with)positive)foot\
retention)devices)on)the)pedals. chain)guard TP.21 Observation I None Design)drawing

Observation)satisfies)
requirement

OR.28

For)city)&)trekking,)young)adult)and)racing)
bicycles)shall)exhibit)stable)handling)in)
braking,)turning)and)steering,)and)it)shall)be)
possible)to)ride)with)one)hand)removed)
from)the)handlebar)(as)when)giving)hand)
signals),)without)difficulty)of)operation)or)
hazard)to)the)rider. Stable)handling TP.22

Observation)by)driving)the)
bicycle T None Completed)prototype

Observation)satisfies)
requirement

OR.29 Rear)reflectors)shall)be)red)in)colour. Red)reflectors TP.23 Observation I None Completed)prototype
Observation)satisfies)
requirement

OR.30
Front)reflectors)shall)be)white)(clear))in)
colour. clear)reflectors TP.24 Observation I None Completed)prototype

Observation)satisfies)
requirement

OR.31
A)bicycle)shall)be)equipped)with)two)side)
reflectors)each)visible)from)both)sides. Side)reflectors TP.25 Observation I None Completed)prototype

Observation)satisfies)
requirement

OR.32 The)bicycle)shall)fit)28”)wheels Wheel)size TP.26 Measure)wheels I Measure)tape Completed)prototype
Measured)number)
satisfies)requirement

OR.33

The)frame)size)of)the)bicycle)will)be)based)
on)the)average)crotch)height)of)a)man)and)
woman. Frame)size TP.27

Measure)and)check)with)
available)standards I

Measure)tape,)anatomy)
standards Completed)prototype

Measured)number)
satisfies)requirement

OR.34
The)luggage)carrier)can)carry)the)weight)of)
an)average)person,)around)80kg.

Luggage)carrier)
strength TP.28 Fatigue)weight)test A,)T

Simulating)software,)
phisical)weights

Design)drawing,)
component)sample

Bicycle)stands)tests)and)
satisfies)requirement

OR.35
The)bicycle)costs)will)fit)into)a)budget)of)200)
euro Budget TP.29

Observate)CBS)(Cost)
Breakdown)Structure) A None Design)drawing

Calculated)cost)satisfies)
requirement

OR.36
A)chain)lock)with)a)length)of)85cm)will)be)
used. Chain TP.30 Measure I Measure)tape Completed)prototype

Measured)number)
satisfies)requirement

OR.37
White)light)in)front)of)the)bicycle)and)red)
light)on)the)back)of)the)bicycle. Lights TP.31 Observation I None Completed)prototype

Observation)satisfies)
requirement

OR.38 Lights)implemented)in)the)bicycle)frame. Frame)lights TP.32 Observation I None Design)drawing
Observation)satisfies)
requirement

OR.39 LED)lights)working)on)replaceable)batteries. Light)batteries TP.33 Observation I None Design)drawing
Observation)satisfies)
requirement

Table 52: Non-behavioural test plan 
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Tracing test procedures to originating requirements 
Now the test plans for both the behavioural and non-behavioural requirements have been completed. It is now important to check if all the 
requirements actually are being tested. This is done by tracing the tests back to the requirements. The tracing procedure is performed with tables 
51 and 52. 
 
Table 53: Trace test procedures to originating requirements
Derived from originating requirements Index Derived functional requirement Function name Test procedure 
OR.2, OR.7, OR.12, OR.13 DR.1 Plans to take the bicycle to reach destination Reach destination TP.1 
OR.3, OR.10 DR.2 Puts goods on luggage carrier Loading luggage carrier TP.1, TP.3 
OR.10 DR.3 Holds weight of goods Carrying goods TP.1, TP.3 
OR.3, OR.8 DR.4 Unlocks the chain-lock Unlocking chain TP.5 
OR.8 DR.5 Unlocks and retracts chain in frame Retracting chain TP.5 
OR.3, OR.8 DR.6 Unlocks steer-lock Unlocking steer TP.5 

OR.8 DR.7 Unlocks steering ability Able to steer TP.5 
OR.3, OR.5 DR.8 Puts lights on if it is necessary Turning on lights TP.6 
OR.5 DR.9 Lights are burning in front and on the back Lights on TP.6 
OR.3, OR.8, OR.11 DR.10 Pushes kickstand  Retract kickstand TP.1 
OR.3, OR.8, OR.11 DR.11 Retracts and holds kickstand in position Holds kickstand TP.1 
OR.1, OR.2, OR.3, OR.4 DR.12 Holds steer and sits on the bicycle and starts moving by pushing on the paddles Moving bicycle TP.1 
OR.1, OR.2, OR.3, OR.4 DR.13 Holds weight, able to move the student Carrying student TP.1, TP.2, TP.3, TP.4 
OR.1, OR.2, OR.3, OR.4, OR.6, OR.9 DR.14 Controls bicycle by steering and braking when necessary Controlling TP.1, TP.2, TP.7 
OR.1, OR.2, OR.3, OR.4, OR.6, OR.9 DR.15 Being able to be controlled Controlled TP.1, TP.2, TP.7 
OR.2 DR.16 Retrieves student Arrives TP.1 
OR.3, OR.8, OR.11 DR.17 Steps off and pushes kickstand out Step off TP.1 
OR.3, OR.8, OR.11 DR.18 Releases kickstand so bicycle can stand by itself Release kickstand TP.1 

OR.3, OR.5 DR.19 Turns lights off if necessary Turning off lights TP.6 
OR.5 DR.20 Lights stops burning Lights off TP.6 

OR.3, OR.8 DR.21 Locks steer-lock Locks steer TP.5 
OR.8 DR.22 Secures steer position Steer not able to turn TP.5 
OR.3, OR.8 DR.23 Locks chain-lock Locks chain TP.5 
OR.8 DR.24 Secures bicycle at position Secures  TP.5 
OR.3, OR.10 DR.25 Carries goods from luggage carrier Take of goods TP.1, TP.3 
OR.10 DR.26 Bicycle secured at destination Secured at destination TP.5 
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Table 52: Test procedure to non-behavioral requirements 
 
 
Index Finalized originating requirements Abstract name Test no. 
OR.14 The bicycle shall have two wheels. Wheels TP.8 

OR.15 
The bicycle will have no sharp edges that 
can be in contact with the user. Edges Tp.9 

OR.16 
Any screws/bolts used on the bicycle need 
to have a suitable locking device. 

Tightened 
bolts/screws TP.10 

OR.17 
The bicycle will have no protrusions on 
the frame longer than 8mm Protrusion TP.11 

OR.18 

The bicycle must have two braking 
systems, one for the front wheel and one 
for the back wheel. Brakes TP.12 

OR.19 

The handlebar of the bicycle shall have an 
overall width between 350 mm and 1000 
mm unless national regulations dictate 
otherwise. Handlebar TP.13 

OR.20 

The vertical distance between the top of 
the handlebar grips, when assembled to 
the highest riding position according to 
the manufacturer's instructions, and the 
seat surface of the saddle at its lowest 
position shall not exceed 400 mm. Height TP.14 

OR.21 

The steering shall turn 60 degrees in both 
directions without any noticeable 
resistant. Turning TP.15 

OR.22 

A minimum of 25 % of the total mass of 
the bicycle and rider shall act on the front 
wheel when the rider is holding the 
handlebar grips and sitting on the saddle. Mass TP.16 

OR.23 

The frame of the bicycle will not exceed 
the deformation limits given by the ISO 
standard 4210 when subjected to the 
provided strength tests. Standards TP.17 

OR.24 
The mudguard shall not prevent rotation 
of the wheel or shall obstruct the steering Obstruction TP.18 

OR.25 

There shall be a clearance of 6mm 
between the tyre and frame, fork or 
mudguard and its attachments bolts Tyre clearance TP.19 

OR.26 

Bicycles shall have at least 100mm 
clearance between the pedal and front tyre 
or mudguard (when turned to any 
position). Wheel clearance TP.20 

OR.27 

As for a chain guard the bicycle shall be 
equipped with a chain-wheel disc, a 
protective device or with positive foot- Chain guard TP.21 
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Index Finalized originating requirements Abstract name Test no. 
retention devices on the pedals. 

OR.28 

For city & trekking, young adult and 
racing bicycles shall exhibit stable 
handling in braking, turning and steering, 
and it shall be possible to ride with one 
hand removed from the handlebar (as 
when giving hand signals), without 
difficulty of operation or hazard to the 
rider. Stable handling TP.22 

OR.29 Rear reflectors shall be red in colour. Red reflectors TP.23 

OR.30 
Front reflectors shall be white (clear) in 
colour. clear reflectors TP.24 

OR.31 
A bicycle shall be equipped with two side 
reflectors each visible from both sides. Side reflectors TP.25 

OR.32 The bicycle shall fit 28” wheels Wheel size TP.26 

OR.33 

The frame size of the bicycle will be 
based on the average crotch height of a 
man and woman. Frame size TP.27 

OR.34 
The luggage carrier can carry the weight 
of an average person, around 80kg. 

Luggage carrier 
strength TP.28 

OR.35 
The bicycle costs will fit into a budget of 
200 euro Budget TP.29 

OR.36 
A chain lock with a length of 85cm will 
be used. Chain TP.30 

OR.37 
White light in front of the bicycle and red 
light on the back of the bicycle. Lights TP.31 

OR.38 Lights implemented in the bicycle frame. Frame lights TP.32 

OR.39 
LED lights working on replaceable 
batteries. Light batteries TP.33 

 
  

Table 54: Test procedure to non-behavioural requirements (continued) 
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Verification cross-reference matrix (VCRM) 
The next step in the development of the test procedure is to construct the verification 
cross-reference matrix where all the originating requirements are connected with the 
different test procedures. This is important to be able to see that all the originating 
requirements are being tested and fulfilled by the test plan. This makes it also possible 
to find out if something needs to be changed or if any test procedure needs to be 
added. As can be seen in table 53 all the requirements are connected with at least one 
test procedure, which means that all the different requirements are involved and tested. 
 
 

 

Table 55: Verification cross-reference matrix 
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7.2.4 Managing design risks 
Conduct failure modes and effect analysis 
In the failure modes and effect criticality analysis (FMECA) some of the potential 
risks for the subsystems are identified. After identifying the possible failures for each 
of the parts of the bicycle the effects and potential reasons for the failures are 
developed. It is also important to know which failures could occur in the bicycle and 
which of the failures has the highest risk priority number (RPN) in order to minimise 
the risk that it happens. To calculate the RPN number tables 54, 55 and 56 have been 
used to rank the severity, occurrence and detection. 
 
Rating system for severity 
 
Table 56: Severity rating system (Jackson 2010) 

Severity Description Description 

1 None 
Variation within performance 
limits 

2 Very minor Variation correctible during usage 
3 Minor Reparable within 10 minutes 
4 Very low Reparable within 30 minutes 
5 Low Reparable within 60 minutes 
6 Moderate Reparable within 4 hours 

7 High 
Not worth repair; degraded 
functionality or capability 

8 Very high Not worth repair; mission failure 

9 Hazardous - with warning 
Affects safety of operator and 
others but with advance warning 

10 
Hazardous - without 
warning 

Affects safety of operator and 
others with no advance warning 

 
Rating system for likelihood of occurrence 
 
Table 57: Likelihood of occurrence rating system (Jackson 2010) 

Occurrence Description 
1 MTTF is 50 times greater than user's required time 
2 MTTF is 20 times greater than user's required time 
3 MTTF is 10 times greater than user's required time 
4 MTTF is six times greater than user's required time 
5 MTTF is four times greater than user's required time 
6 MTTF is two times greater than user's required time 
7 MTTF is equal to user's  required time 
8 MTTF is 60% of user's required time 
9 MTTF is 30% of user's required time 
10 MTTF is 10% of user's required time 

Rating system for likelihood of detecting the failure 
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Table 58: Detection rating system (Yilmaz 2009) 

Detection Description 
1 Detected by self test 
2 Easily detected by standard visual inspection or ATE 

3 
Symptom can be detected. The technician would know exactly what the 
source of the failure is 

4 
Symptom can be detected at test bench. There are more than 2-4 possible 
candidates for the technician to find out the sources of failure mode. 

5 

Symptom can be detected at test bench. There are more than 5-10 
possible candidates for the technician to find out the sources of failure 
mode. 

6 
Symptom can be detected at test bench. There are more than 10 possible 
candidates for the technician to find out the sources of failure mode. 

7 
The symptom can be detected, and it required considerable engineering 
knowledge/resource to determine the source/ cause 

8 
The symptom can be detected by the design control, but now way to 
determine the source / cause of failure mode 

9 

Very remote. Very remote chance the design control will detect a 
potential cause / mechanism and subsequent failure mode. Theoretically 
the defect can be detected, but high chance would be ignored by the 
operators 

10 

Absolute uncertainty. Design control will not and /or cannot detect a 
potential cause / mechanism and subsequent failure mode; or there is no 
design control 

 
From the FMECA shown in table 57, it can be seen that a crack in the wheel has the 
highest risk priority number. This part can be a risk so the wheel has to be chosen 
carefully so that there will be less risk that it will happen. Still the RPN number is not 
relatively high compared to a maximum RPN number of 1000. 
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Customer:*
Students

Issued*by:*Karel*
Boessenkool*and*
Jonathan**Meijer

Detail*name:*Student*
bicycle Detail*Nr.1

DesignA
FMECA

Project:*The*
Developmen
t*of*a*
student*
bicycle. Date:*13*May*2013 FollowAup Remarks

ProcessA
FMECA

Part*nr. Component Function
Possible*
Failure Failure*effect Failure*reason

Probability*
of*
occurance*
of*failure

Severity*of*
failure

Likelyhood*
of*detecting*
the*failure

Risk*Priority*
Number*
(RPN)

Critically*
(Correcting*
action*
priority)

Correcting*action*
(a:*design,*b:*
manufacturing*
process,*c:*
operation)

1 Frame
Handling*the*weight*of*
the*goods*and*student

Crack*in*
frame

Sharp*edges,*able*to*
brake

Overload,*collision,*
wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 5 8 3 120 Low Renew;*c

Frame*
brakes Not*able*to*ride

Overload,*collision,*
wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 5 8 1 40 Low Renew;*c

Deformatio
n*in*frame

Not*able*to*ride*
properly

Overload,*collision,*
wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 5 8 2 80 Low Renew;*c

2 Lights
Student*and*bike*
visible*in*dark

Lights*do*
not*swith*on Not*visible*in*dark

Batteries*empty,*
damaged*cables,*
broken*light 3 3 2 18 Low

Repair,*replace*
batteries;*c

Lights*do*
not*switch*
off Batteries*run*out Switch*is*broken 3 7 2 42 Low Repair;*c
Light*case*is*
broken Sharp*edges Collison,*violence 3 3 2 18 Low Repair;*c

Lights*not*
pointed*well Not*visible*in*dark

Collison,*bolts*not*
tighted*enough 3 2 2 12 Low Reposition;*c

3 Wheels
Moving*the*bicycle*
easily,*handling*weight

Deformatio
n*in*wheel

Not*able*to*ride*
properly

Overload,*collision,*
wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 7 5 3 105 Low Repair;*c

Crack*in*
wheel

Not*able*to*ride*
properly,*easy*to*
brake

Overload,*collision,*
wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 7 8 5 280

Intermediat
e Repair;*c

Empty*tyre
Not*able*to*ride*
properly

Glass*on*the*road,*
wear,*violence* 7 4 2 56 Low Renew*tyre;*c

Wheel*
brakes Not*able*to*ride

Overload,*collision,*
wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 7 8 2 112 Low Repair;*c

4 Crank
Running*paddles*
smooth

Not*able*to*
turning

Not*able*to*ride*
properly Dirt 1 4 2 8 Low Repair;*c

Not*able*to*
turn*
smoothly

Not*able*to*ride*
properly Dirt 1 4 3 12 Low Clean;*c

Crank*
brakes Not*able*to*ride

Overload,*collision,*
wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 1 6 1 6 Low Repair;*c

Crack*in*
crank

Not*able*to*ride*
properly,*easy*to*
brake

Overload,*collision,*
wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 1 6 7 42 Low Repair;*c

Deformatio
n*in*crank

Not*able*to*ride*
properly

Overload,*collision,*
wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 1 6 3 18 Low Repair;*c

5 Paddle

To*transmit*human*
power*to*mechanical*
power

Deformatio
n*in*paddle

Not*able*to*ride*
properly

Overload,*collision,*
wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 1 5 3 15 Low Repair;*c

Paddle*
brakes Not*able*to*ride

Overload,*collision,*
wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 1 5 1 5 Low Repair;*c

Not*able*to*
turn*
smoothly

Not*able*to*ride*
properly Dirt 1 3 4 12 Low Clean;*c

6
Transmissio
n

Transporting*
mechanical*power

Chain*is*
broken Not*able*to*ride

Overload,*collision,*
wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 1 5 1 5 Low

Renew,*repair*
chain;*c

Does*not*
run*
smoothly

Not*able*to*ride*
properly Dirt,*not*on*gears 1 4 4 16 Low

Clean,*put*chain*
good*on*gears;*c

7 Mudguard

Protects*student*from*
dirt*and*contact*with*
wheel Brakes Not*able*to*ride

Obstacles,*collision,*
violence 5 4 2 40 Low Repair;*c

Deforms Not*able*to*ride
Obstacles,*collision,*
violence 5 4 3 60 Low Repair;*c

8 Brake

Slows*down/stops*
bicycle*when*
necessary Snaps Not*able*to*brake

Overload,*collision,*
wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 3 6 2 36 Low Repair;*c

Deforms
Not*able*to*brake*
properly

Overload,*collision,*
wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 3 6 3 54 Low Repair;*c

Hard*to*
handle

Not*able*to*brake*
properly Dirt,*wrong*setting 3 4 3 36 Low

Clean,*redo*setting;*
c

Does*not*go*
off*brake Not*able*to*ride

Dirt,*not*enough*
lubricant,*wrong*
setting 3 3 2 18 Low Repair,*get*loose;*c

Does*not*
brake Not*able*to*brake

Dirt,*not*enough*
lubricant,*wrong*
setting 3 4 1 12 Low Repair;*c

Table 57: FMECA 
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9 Bell
Warns*other*road*
users Brakes

Not*able*to*warn*
others

Overload,*collision,*
wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 1 3 2 6 Low Repair;*c

Deforms
Not*able*to*warn*
others*properly

Overload,*collision,*
wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 1 3 2 6 Low Repair;*c

Not*able*to*
handle

Not*able*to*warn*
others

Handle*broke*of,*
dirt,*overload,*
collision,*wear,*
material*fatique,*
violence 1 3 2 6 Low Repair;*c

10 Chainlock
Locks*bicycle*to*
surroundings Brakes Not*able*to*lock

Dirt,*wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 1 8 2 16 Low Repair;*c

Deforms
Not*able*to*lock*
properly

Dirt,*wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 1 7 3 21 Low Repair;*c

Crack*in*
chain

Sharp*edges,*not*able*
to*lock*properly

Dirt,*wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 1 7 5 35 Low Repair;*c

Not*able*to*
unlock Not*able*to*ride

Dirt,*obstacle*in*the*
way 1 3 2 6 Low Repair;*c

Not*possible*
to*lock

Not*able*to*lock*
properly

No*possible*
surrounding,*dirt,*
obstacle*in*the*way 1 2 2 4 Low

Find*suitable*
surroundings;*c

11 Steer*Lock Locks*ability*to*steer Brakes Not*able*to*lock
Dirt,*wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 1 7 2 14 Low Repair;*c

Deforms
Not*able*to*lock*
properly

Dirt,*wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 1 7 3 21 Low Repair;*c

Crack*in*
steerlock

Sharp*edges,*not*able*
to*lock*properly

Wear,*material*
fatique,*violence 1 7 5 35 Low Repair;*c

Not*able*to*
unlock Not*able*to*ride

Dirt,*obstacle*in*the*
way 1 3 1 3 Low

Clean,get*
obstuction*out*of*
the*way;*c

Not*possible*
to*lock

Not*able*to*lock*
properly

Dirt,*obstacle*in*the*
way 1 3 1 3 Low

Clean,get*
obstuction*out*of*
the*way;*c

12 Reflectors
More*visible*to*other*
road*users Brakes

Less*visible*to*other*
road*users Collision,*violence 1 3 2 6 Low Repair/renew;*c

Falls*from*
bicycle

Less*visible*to*other*
road*users

Not*tightened*well,*
collision,*violence 1 3 2 6 Low Repair/renew;*c

Obstruct
Less*visible*to*other*
road*users

Dirt,*something*
hanging*in*front*of*
reflector 1 2 2 4 Low

Get*obstuction*out*
of*the*way;*c

13 Chain*guard
Protects*chain*from*
student Brakes Obstucts*chain/crank Collision,*violence 1 4 2 8 Low Repair/renew;*c

Deforms Obstucts*chain/crank Collision,*violence 1 3 3 9 Low Repair/renew;*c
Crack*in*
chainguard

Sharp*edges,*obstucts*
chain/crank Collision,*violence 1 4 5 20 Low Repair/renew;*c

Table 59: FMECA (continued) 
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8. Execution of the design 
8.1 Theoretical approach 
In this chapter the design process will not be looked at, but instead at finishing the 
product and that there has to be a lot of planning. This chapter is therefore called 
“execution of the design”.  
To make a detailed schedule there are some basic steps that can be followed to get the 
desired result. 

- Develop work breakdown structure and task list. 
In this part the tasks will be explained that have to be accomplished within the 
scope of the project. With a work breakdown structure the finer details of the 
tasks can be viewed. 

- Estimate task durations. 
To make a schedule the times for each task have to be estimated. 

- Track percentages of task completion. 
The project leader needs to take track of all the progress that is made during 
the project, to do that he or she can track the progress with percentages. 

- Identify task inputs, outputs and deliverables. 
For some tasks there need to be made drawings or prototypes, these are 
deliverables. To come to these deliverables there needs to be some inputs and 
outputs. The inputs come from the tasks and are then done to get outputs. 

- Establish task precedence relationships. 
From the inputs and outputs table, the precedence relationship table can be 
made. 

- Determine start and finish times. 
Every task needs to be finished on time. With all the information in the 
previous steps the beginning times can be given to each task and with the 
estimated task duration the finish times. 

- Display schedule as a Gantt chart. 
When displaying the schedule in a Gantt chart it will be easier to overview the 
whole project. This chart also shows the start and finish times of each task.  

- Adjust the start times for resource availability 
- If a spread sheet is used the start times can easily be changed if a goal is not 

achieved in time. 

To keep the project on schedule and between the limits the management view 
technique can be used. Within this technique the achievement, schedule, metrics and 
issues will be looked at. (Jackson 2010, pp. 255-289)(Mahapatra 2010, pp. 294-296) 
 
8.2 Application 
To get the best result from a project it is important to get an overview over the systems 
and the tasks, so this can be used to coordinate project teams in the further 
development of the project. This chapter contains tables of a big size which are placed 
in the appendix. 
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8.2.1 Scheduling the project and track progress 
To get a systems approach a work-breakdown structure (WBS) has been made to get a 
clear view of all the tasks and steps in the project. The WBS is shown in table 58 and 
it is divided into subsystems  
 

Work breakdown structure for "The development of a student bicycle" 
Design system     
  Develop subsystem requirement   
Design, Build, buy test subsystems 
  Develop frame   
    Design the bicycle frame 
    Build the bicycle frame 
    Perform tests 
  Develop front fork   
    Design the front fork 
    Build the front fork 
    Perform tests 
  Develop steering system   

    
Benchmark different 
alternatives 

    Buy the best alternative 
    Perform tests 
  Develop luggage carrier   
    Design the luggage carrier 
    Build the luggage carrier 
    Perform tests 
  Develop saddle pin   

    
Benchmark different 
alternatives 

    Buy the best alternative 
    Perform tests 
  Develop saddle   

    
Benchmark different 
alternatives 

    Buy the best alternative 
    Perform tests 
  Develop light system   
    Design the light system 
    Build the light system 
    Perform tests 
  Develop wheels   

    
Benchmark different 
alternatives 

Table 58: Work breakdown structure 
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Table 58: Work breakdown structure (continued) 

Work breakdown structure for "The development of a student bicycle" 
    Buy the best alternative 
    Perform tests 
  Develop crank   

    
Benchmark different 
alternatives 

    Buy the best alternative 
    Perform tests 
  Develop paddle   

    
Benchmark different 
alternatives 

    Buy the best alternative 
    Perform tests 
  Develop transmission    

    
Benchmark different 
alternatives 

    Buy the best alternative 
    Perform tests 
  Develop mudguard    
    Design the mudguard  
    Build the mudguard  
    Perform tests 
  Develop braking system   

    
Benchmark different 
alternatives 

    Buy the best alternative 
    Perform tests 
  Develop bell   

    
Benchmark different 
alternatives 

    Buy the best alternative 
    Perform tests 
  Develop chain-lock   
    Design the chain-lock 
    Build the chain-lock 
    Perform tests 
  Develop steer-lock   
    Design the steer-lock 
    Build the steer-lock 
    Perform tests 
  Develop wheel reflectors   

    
Benchmark different 
alternatives 
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Table 58: Work breakdown structure (continued) 

Work breakdown structure for "The development of a student bicycle" 
    Buy the best alternative 
    Perform tests 
  Develop chain-guard   
    Design the chain-guard 
    Build the chain-guard 
    Perform tests 
Integrate subsystems into functioning prototype   

  
Integrate front fork, steer, luggage carrier 
and saddle pin into frame   

  
Integrate wheels, crank, light system and 
transmission into bicycle   

  
Integrate transmission, saddle, brake, 
paddles and mudguard into bicycle   

  
Integrate bell, chain-lock, steer lock, chain 
guard and wheel reflectors into bicycle   

Verify system requirements 
  Conduct behavioural tests   
    Student uses bicycle 
    Student lets bicycle fall 
    Student overloads bicycle 
    Bicycle collides with wall 

    
Student fails to unlock 
bicycle 

    
Student fails to turn lights 
on 

    
Student able to brake on 
time 

  Conduct non behavioural tests   
    Wheels 
    Edges 
    Tightened bolts/screws 
    Protrusion 
    Brakes 
    Handlebar 
    Height 
    Turning 
    Mass 
    Standards 
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Work breakdown structure for "The development of a student bicycle" 
    Tyre clearance 
    Wheel clearance 
    Chain guard 
    Stable handling 
    Red reflectors 
    Clear reflectors 
    Side reflectors 
    Wheel size 
    Frame size 
    Luggage carrier strength 
    Budget 
    Chain guard 
    Lights 
    Frame lights 
    Light batteries 
 
8.2.2 Estimating task durations 
With the WBS a list of low-level tasks that need to be performed can be derived as 
shown in table 59. Each task has been assigned an activity number ranging from A.01 
to A.59 and each test activities have been listed from TP.01 to TP.33. The timeframe 
is based on estimation. This is important in order to create a time schedule for the 
project. Since this project will not be going in the development stage the percentage of 
progress has been left out. 
 
 
 

Task%list%for%"The%development%of%a%student%bicycle"%design%project%

Activity%
No.% Activity%name%

Duration%
(hrs.)%

Work%
completed%
(hrs.)%%

Work%
remaining%
(hrs.)%

A.01% Develop%subsystem%requirement% 8% 2% 6%

A.02% Design%the%bicycle%frame% 40% 24% 16%

A.03% Build%the%bicycle%frame% 12% 0% 12%

A.04% Perform%tests%on%the%bicycle%frame% 15% 2% 14%

A.05% Design%the%front%fork% 20% 8% 12%

A.06% Build%the%front%fork% 6% 0% 6%

A.07% Perform%tests%on%front%fork% 10% 2% 8%

A.08%

Benchmark%different%steer%

alternatives% 2% 0,5% 1,5%

A.09% Buy%the%best%steer%alternative%% 1% 0% 1%

A.10% Perform%tests%on%steer% 2% 0% 2%

A.11% Design%the%luggage%carrier% 12% 8% 4%

Table 59: Estimated task durations 

Table 60: Work breakdown structure (continued) 
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Table%59:%Estimated%task%durations%(continued)%

Activity%
No.% Activity%name%

Duration%
(hrs.)%

Work%
completed%

(hrs.)%%

Work%
remaining%

(hrs.)%
A.12% Build%the%luggage%carrier% 6% 0% 6%

A.13% Perform%tests%on%luggage%carrier% 6% 1% 5%

A.14%

Benchmark%different%saddleHpin%

alternatives% 2% 0,5% 1,5%

A.15% Buy%the%best%saddleHpin%alternative% 1% 0% 1%

A.16% Perform%tests%on%saddleHpin% 1% 0% 1%

A.17%

Benchmark%different%saddle%

alternatives% 4% 0% 4%

A.18% Buy%the%best%saddle%alternative% 1% 0% 1%

A.19% Perform%tests%on%saddle% 1% 0% 1%

A.20% Design%the%light%system% 5% 2% 3%

A.21% Build%the%light%system% 4% 0% 4%

A.22% Perform%tests%on%the%light%system% 2% 0% 2%

A.23%

Benchmark%different%wheel%

alternatives% 4% 0% 4%

A.24% Buy%the%best%wheel%alternative% 2% 0% 2%

A.25% Perform%tests%on%wheels%% 3% 0% 3%

A.26%

Benchmark%different%crank%

alternatives% 3% 1% 2%

A.27% Buy%the%best%alternative%crank%% 1% 0% 1%

A.28% Perform%tests%on%crank%% 1% 0% 1%

A.29%

Benchmark%different%paddle%

alternatives% 2% 0% 2%

A.30% Buy%the%best%alternative%paddle% 1% 0% 1%

A.31% Perform%tests%on%paddle% 1% 0% 1%

A.32%

Benchmark%different%transmission%

alternatives% 2% 0% 2%

A.33%

Buy%the%best%transmission%

alternative% 1% 0% 1%

A.34% Perform%tests%on%transmission% 1% 0% 1%

A.35% Design%the%mudguard%% 6% 2% 4%

A.36% Build%the%mudguard%% 4% 0% 4%

A.37% Perform%tests%on%mudguard%% 1% 0% 1%

A.38%

Benchmark%different%brake%

alternatives% 2% 0,25% 1,75%

A.39% Buy%the%best%brake%alternative% 1% 0% 1%

A.40% Perform%tests%on%brakes% 1% 0% 1%

A.41%

Benchmark%different%bell%

alternatives% 1% 0% 1%

A.42% Buy%the%best%bell%alternative% 0,2% 0% 0,2%

A.43% Perform%tests%on%bell% 0,1% 0% 0,1%
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Activity%
No.% Activity%name%

Duration%
(hrs.)%

Work%
completed%

(hrs.)%%

Work%
remaining%

(hrs.)%
A.44% Design%the%chainHlock% 10% 2% 8%

A.45% Build%the%chainHlock% 6% 0% 6%

A.46% Perform%tests%on%the%chainHlock% 3% 0% 3%

A.47% Design%the%steerHlock% 8% 1% 7%

A.48% Build%the%steerHlock% 3% 0% 3%

A.49% Perform%tests%on%the%steerHlock% 1% 0% 1%

A.50%

Benchmark%different%wheel%

reflector%alternatives% 1% 0% 1%

A.51%

Buy%the%best%wheel%reflector%

alternative%% 0,1% 0% 0,1%

A.52% Perform%tests%on%wheel%reflectors% 0,1% 0% 0,1%

A.53% Design%the%chainHguard% 4% 2% 2%

A.54% Build%the%chainHguard% 2% 0% 2%

A.55% Perform%tests%on%the%chainHguard% 1% 0% 1%

A.56%

Integrate%front%fork,%steer,%luggage%

carrier%and%saddle%pin%into%frame% 1% 0% 1%

A.57%

Integrate%wheels,%crank,%light%

system%and%transmission%into%

bicycle% 1,5% 0% 1,5%

A.58%

Integrate%transmission,%saddle,%

brake,%paddles%and%mudguard%into%

bicycle% 2% 0% 2%

A.59%

Integrate%bell,%chainHlock,%steerH

lock,%chain%guard%and%wheel%

reflectors%into%bicycle% 2% 0% 2%

TP.01% Student%uses%bicycle% 0,5% 0% 0,5%

TP.02% Student%lets%bicycle%fall% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.03% Student%overloads%bicycle% 0,5% 0% 0,5%

TP.04% Bicycle%collides%with%wall% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.05% Student%fails%to%unlock%bicycle% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.06% Student%fails%to%turn%lights%on% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.07% Student%able%to%brake%on%time% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.08% Wheels% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.09% Edges% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.10% Tightened%bolts/screws% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.11% Protrusion% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.12% Brakes% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.13% Handlebar% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.14% Height% 0,5% 0% 0,5%

TP.15% Turning% 0,5% 0% 0,5%

TP.16% Mass% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

Table%59:%Estimated%task%durations%(continued)%
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Activity%
No.% Activity%name%

Duration%
(hrs.)%

Work%
completed%

(hrs.)%%

Work%
remaining%

(hrs.)%
TP.17% Standards% 4% 1% 3%

TP.18% Obstruction% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.19% Tyre%clearance% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.20% Wheel%clearance% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.21% Chain%guard% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.22% Stable%handling% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.23% Red%reflectors% 0,1% 0% 0,1%

TP.24% Clear%reflectors% 0,1% 0% 0,1%

TP.25% Side%reflectors% 0,1% 0% 0,1%

TP.26% Wheel%size% 0,1% 0% 0,1%

TP.27% Frame%size% 0,1% 0% 0,1%

TP.28% Luggage%carrier%strength% 0,5% 0% 0,5%

TP.29% Budget% 2% 0% 2%

TP.30% Chain%guard% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.31% Lights% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.32% Frame%lights% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

TP.33% Light%batteries% 0,25% 0% 0,25%

%% Total% 258,75% 59,25% 201%

 
When all activities and their estimated time consumption have been decided it is time 
to start identifying task inputs, outputs and deliverables. This is done easily with the 
aid of a "task input-output" matrix that can be found in appendix 4. The matrix helps 
to easily illustrate what output is needed as input for the different tasks. The row tasks 
give the output which is needed as input for the column task to begin. From this huge 
matrix table 60 is derived, which summarizes the input output relations in a more 
simplified manner. 
 
  

Table 61: Estimated task durations (continued) 
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Table 62: Summarized deliverables and input-output relationships 

 
 
From the task input-output matrix the precedence matrix is created. This square matrix 
is similar to the input-output matrix. But instead of writing the inputs required for the 
next task only the precedence of one task to another is symbolized by marking this 
with a 1. This can be found in appendix 5. 
 

Deliverable)task Required)as)output)from)task Required)as)input)for)task

Subsystem)requirements A.01

A.02,)A.05,)A.08,)A.11,)A.14,)A.17)A.20,)A.23,)
A.26,)A.29,)A.32,)A.35,)A.38,)A.)41,)A.44,)A.47,)
A.50,)A.53,)A.53,)TP.29

Completed)design)of)the)bicycle)frame A.02,)TP.)14,)TP.17,)TP.27,)TP.32
Approval A.02,)A.05,)A.11,)A.20,)A.35,)A.44,)A.47,)A.53
Building)of)the)bicycle)frame)is)completed A.03,)TP.29 )A.04
Tests)on)the)bicycle)frame)are)completed A.04,)A.56,)TP.01,)TP.11,)TP.16,)TP.17
Completed)design)of)the)front)fork A.05,)TP.17 )A.06
Building)of)the)front)fork)is)completed A.06,)TP.29
Tests)on)front)fork)are)completed A.07,)A.56,)TP.01,)TP.16,)TP.17
Complete)benchmarking)of)different)steer)alternatives A.08,)TP.17 )A.09
Steer)has)been)bought A.09,)TP.29 )A.10
Tests)on)steer)are)completed A.10,)A.56,)TP.01,)TP.12,)TP.15,)TP.17
Completed)design)of)the)luggage)carrier A.11,)TP.17,)TP.28 )A.12
Building)of)the)luggage)carrier)is)completed A.12,)TP.29 )A.13
Tests)on)luggage)carrier)are)completed A.13,)A.56,)TP.01,)TP.16,)TP.17
Complete)benchmarking)of)different)saddleJpin)
alternatives A.14,)TP.17 )A.15
SaddleJpin)has)been)bought A.15,)TP.29 )A.16
Tests)on)saddleJpin)are)completed A.16,)A.56,)TP.01,)TP.17

Completed)benchmarking)of)different)saddle)alternetives A.17,)TP.17 )A.18
Saddle)has)been)bought A.18,)TP.29 )A.19
Tests)on)saddle)are)completed A.19,)A.58,)TP.01,)TP.17
Completed)design)of)the)light)system A.20,)TP.17,)TP.31,)TP.32,)TP.33 )A.21
Building)of)the)light)system)is)completed A.21,)TP.29 )A.22
Tests)on)the)light)system)are)completed A.22,)A.57,)TP.01,)TP.17
Complete)benchmarking)of)different)wheel)alternatives A.23,)TP.17,)TP.26 )A.24
Wheels)have)been)bought A.24,)TP.29 )A.25
Tests)on)wheels)are)completed A.25,)A.57,)TP.01,)TP.17
Complete)benchmark)of)different)crank)alternatives A.26,)TP.17 )A.27
Crank)has)been)bought A.27,)TP.29 )A.28
Perform)tests)on)crank) A.28,)A.57,)TP.01,)TP.17
Complete)benchmarking)of)different)paddle)alternatives A.29,)TP.17 )A.30
Paddles)have)been)bought A.30,)TP.29 )A.31
Tests)on)paddle)are)completed A.31,)A.58,)TP.01,)TP.17
Complete)benchmarking)of)different)transmission)
alternatives A.32,)TP.17 )A.33
Transmission)has)been)bought A.33,)TP.29 )A.34
Tests)on)transmission)are)completed A.34,)A.57,)TP.01,)TP.17
Completed)design)of)the)mudguard) A.35,)TP.17 )A.36
Building)of)the)mudguard)is)completed A.36,)TP.29 )A.37
Tests)on)mudguard)are)completed A.37,)A.58,)TP.01,)TP.17
Completed)benchmarking)of)different)brake)alternatives A.38,)TP.17 )A.39
Brake)system)has)been)bought A.39,)TP.29 )A.40
Tests)on)brakes)are)completed A.40,)A.58,)TP.01,)TP.17
Completed)benchmarking)of)different)bell)alternatives A.41 )A.42
Bell)has)been)bought A.42,)TP.29 )A.43
Tests)on)bell)are)completed A.43,)A.59,)TP.01
Completed)design)of)the)chainJlock A.44 )A.45
Completed)building)of)the)chainJlock A.45,)TP.29 )A.46
Tests)on)the)chainJlock)are)completed A.46,)A.59,)TP.01
Completed)design)of)the)steerJlock A.47 )A.48
Completed)building)of)the)steerJlock A.48,)TP.29 )A.49
Tests)on)the))steerJlock)are)completed A.49,)A.59,)TP.01
Completed)benchmarking)of)different)wheel)reflector)
alternatives A.50,)TP.23,)TP.24,)TP.25 )A.51
Wheel)reflectors)have)been)bought A.51,)TP.29 )A.52
Tests)on)wheel)reflectors)are)completed A.52,)A.59,)TP.01
Completed)design)of)the)chainJguard A.53,)TP.21,)TP.30 )A.54
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This precedence matrix is the foundation for the “upper triangle precedence matrix”. 
In this matrix the activities are reordered so that all the 1 markings are located above 
the upper diagonal line of the matrix. This rearranging ensures that the tasks in the 
schedule are in right sequence. In this case the rearranging was not necessary since all 
the “1” markings were already above the upper diagonal line. This means that all the 
activities are in the same sequence as in the beginning of chapter 8. 
 
With the knowledge that the sequence of the tasks are unaltered, the ‘Task input 
output matrix” in appendix 4 can be used to make the Gantt chart. In this chart the 
deadlines and project progress becomes more visible. To make the Gantt chart, the 
start and stop times needs to be determined. The “start and finish time matrix” in 
appendix 6 is used to determine these. With all the times determined it is possible to 
produce the Gantt chart that can be found in appendix 7.  
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9. Iterate the design process 
9.1 Theoretical approach 
When this theory needs to be applied, it means something went wrong during the 
design project. If the chosen concept, during the design process, shows not to work, 
this theory is useful. When the concept is unfortunately not able to handle the job that 
it is meant for, there are several steps to take to save money and bring the project to a 
good end. One of the methods is the backtracking strategy. If a problem does arise, 
consider all of the following backtracking strategies: 
(Jackson 2010, pp. 293-294)  
 

1. Cancel the project or change the mission. 
2. Revise the requirement, reduce the scope, or increase the budget. Negotiating 

the scope of the design project is a legitimate activity. 
3. Relax the exit criteria. If the module or prototype cannot pass the test, then 

perhaps the exit criteria are too stringent. Do exit criteria exist that the module 
or prototype could pass? Are these criteria acceptable to the user, the customer, 
or the next higher design organization? This approach has the stigma of being 
“the lazy man’s solution” to passing a test. 

4. Improve the components or subsystems. The problem may not lie with the 
design: The problem may be due to failures in components or lower level 
subsystems. 

5. Adjust the design parameters. Perhaps the concept is good but the parameters 
of the design are not optimized. Systematically explore the parameter space to 
find the best combination of parameters. 

6. Choose another design concept. Return to the concept selection matrix and 
pick the next best alternative design concept.  

7. Backtrack through the concept classification tree. Is there another way to 
perform this function? Revisit the concept classification tree. It may happen to 
back up several levels and try a different branch. 

8. Combine functions. Sometimes a single part can replace a collection of others 
by performing more than one function 

9. State the function or the problem more abstractly. This might be equivalent to 
introducing a new branch point on the concept classification tree. On the other 
hand, perhaps the problem is made too restrictive. 

10. Introduce a new function or task of a new parameter. Sometimes there are not 
enough design degrees of freedom to satisfy all of the requirements. Dividing 
up the function or the task into finer detail may reveal new degrees of freedom. 

(Jackson 2010, pp. 293-294) 
 
9.2 Application 
This project is limited by making a conceptual design, thus tests cannot be performed 
on the bicycle. This makes it unable to complete the last step.  
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10. Discussion and conclusion 
During this project the eight steps in systems engineering process have been followed 
in order to develop a student bicycle. The project is limited in making a conceptual 
design, the focus of the project was to implement the needs and preferences of 
students into the conceptual design. A bicycle has many parts, in order to keep the 
project within the time limitation and conceptual design we did not look in detail at 
parts that can easily be bought, for example wheels, brakes and cranks. 
 
The chosen concept is the Z-frame bicycle, we think this bicycle has a unique look 
which distinguishes itself from other bicycles. With the addition of a visible serial 
code and the attached locks the student bicycle will be unattractive to thieves. We 
think this will please students, since the majority of the students secure their bicycle 
with one or more locks in order to prevent stealing. This information was retrieved 
from the results of the survey that we spread among students. The design of the 
bicycle also covers the problem students have with the lights on their bicycles, the 
front light is integrated in the front fork to prevent failures caused by external factors. 
The frame of the bicycle is designed by taking the dimensions of an average man and 
woman and existing bicycle models in the application BikeCAD. The resulting 
dimensions may not be optimal for a student.From the reliability allocation table we 
estimated that after 226,2 hours of usage the first failure that needs maintenance will 
occur, this part that causes this time is the wheel.  
 
With a bill-of-materials the price is estimated at €189,54 (about 1600 SEK), this is 
lower than the €200 students want to pay for a new bicycle (retrieved from the results 
of the survey). The costs for producing the different bicycle parts are estimated by us, 
the exact price of producing the parts will probably be different. A simulation that we 
did in SolidWorks showed that the bicycle can handle the weight and forces of the 
student. In order to develop the bicycle more testing and deeper research has to be 
done.  
 
We think the conceptual design of the student bicycle is a good representation of what 
a student needs and prefers in a bicycle. 
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Survey analysis 
 
The survey “Students using bicycles” can be found at 
<http://kwiksurveys.com/s.asp?sid=36dfknikqrs8gkj120714> 
 
With the use of a questionnaire it was able to retrieve the customer needs for this project. The 
survey focussed on the needs of students using bicycles, 168 students from all over the world 
completed this survey. Below the questions and the answers in percentages are given: 
 
 

 
The largest group from the survey takers is 21-25 years. A good age to be a student which 
makes the results of the survey a good representation of students using bicycles.  
 
From the 168 survey takers 57,74% is a man and 42,26% is a woman. This is a good balance 
between the gender so there is enough input from both sides.  
 
A total of 31 different nationalities filled in the survey, this gives inputs from all over the 
world. Though there are some big contributors in this list, 33,33% of the survey takers are 
Dutch, 13,1% Bulgarian, 11,31% German and 8,93% Swedish. 
 
144 people that completed the survey have a bicycle. The other 24 people that do not have a 
bicycle 50% needs one and the other 50% does not need a bicycle. The people that do not 
need a bicycle did not give any further input to the survey. The people that need a bicycle 
were asked to give their preferences for a bicycle. 
 
The people that have a bicycle do not drive bicycles of the other gender. The percentage of 
people driving a women’s bicycle is 42.96% and a men’s bicycle 57,04% this is almost 
identical to the gender percentages. 
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Most of the bicycles get driven frequently, most people use it every day or at least once a 
week. Most of this happens in the afternoon, but there is not that much difference between the 
different day times. The bicycle has to function on every time of the day. 
 

The bicycle is mainly used for small distances that do not take more than half an hour to 
arrive at the desired destination. 
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Most of the people use one lock to secure the bicycle. The chain/cable-lock is the most 
popular lock. People that are using 2 locks mainly use the normal bicycle lock with a 
chain/cable-lock. 
 
A lot of users of a chain/cable-lock fix the bicycle to surroundings, but this depends on the 
location. 

 
The city bicycle is the most preferred bicycle among students. And a foldable bicycle is not 
necessary for 82,64% of the survey takers.     
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From the survey it is clear that most students do not want to pay a large amount of money for 
the bicycle. The bicycle has to be produced as cheap as possible. 

 

 
 
Accessories are not a concern for students, 

it can be seen that students do not want to pay more for this. They want to keep it as cheap as 
possible and maybe the need is not that high since a bicycle ride is no longer than half an 
hour.           
     
A total of 68 from the 144 bicycles had no working fixed lights, almost half of all the 
bicycles. This is a huge amount since bicycle lights are obligated in the dark in most 
countries.  
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Most of the people are just carrying a bag on their back to take their belongings with them. 
Still there is a need for a luggage carrier on the back of a bicycle and a basket in front of the 
bicycle. 
 

 
The weight of the bicycle does not matter to a lot of people, but for some people it is better to 
have a light bicycle.  
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Appendix 2: House of Quality 



Quality Characteristics
(a.k.a. "Functional 

Requirements" or "Hows")

Demanded Quality 
(a.k.a. "Customer 

Requirements" or "Whats") 0 1 2 3 4 5

1 9 15,0 15,0 5 5

2 9 12,0 12,0 3 4

3 9 20,0 20,0 4 3

4 9 30,0 30,0 4 1

5 9 9,0 9,0 3 3

6 3 2,0 2,0 1 1

7 9 6,0 6,0 1 5

8 9 6,0 6,0
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Appendix 3: Plain Morphological chart 



CATOGORIES DIFFERENT CONCEPTS --->

FRAME

LUGGAGE&
CARRIER

BICYCLE&
STANDARD

LOCKING

FRONT 
LIGHT

BACK&LIGHT

SPECIAL&
ATTRIBUTES
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Appendix 4: Task input output matrix 
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Appendix 5: Precedence matrix 
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Appendix 6: Start and finish time matrix 
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Appendix 7: Gantt chart for further developing

 



0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 

Develop subsystem requirement 

Design the bicycle frame 

Build the bicycle frame 

Perform tests on the bicycle frame 

Design the front fork 

Build the front fork 

Perform tests on front fork 

Benchmark different steer alternatives 

Buy the best steer alternative  

Perform tests on steer 

Design the luggage carrier 

Build the luggage carrier 

Perform tests on luggage carrier 

Benchmark different saddle-pin alternatives 

Buy the best saddle-pin alternative 

Perform tests on saddle-pin 

Benchmark different saddle alternetives  

Buy the best saddle alternative 

Perform tests on saddle 

Design the light system 

Build the light system 

Perform tests on the light system 

Benchmark different wheel alternatives 

Buy the best wheel alternative 

Perform tests on wheels  

Benchmark different crank alternatives 

Buy the best alternative crank  

Perform tests on crank  

Benchmark different paddle alternatives 

Buy the best alternative paddle  

Perform tests on paddle 

Benchmark different transmission alternatives 

Buy the best transmission alternative 

Perform tests on transmission 

Design the mudguard  

Build the mudguard  

Perform tests on mudguard  

Benchmark different brake alternatives 

Buy the best brake alternative 

Perform tests on brakes 

Benchmark different bell alternatives 

Buy the best bell alternative  

Perform tests on bell 

Design the chain-lock 

Build the chain-lock 

Perform tests on the chain-lock 

Design the steer-lock 

Build the steer-lock 

Perform tests on the  steer-lock 

Benchmark different wheel reflector alternatives  

Buy the best wheel reflector alternative  

Perform tests on wheel reflectors 

Design the chain-guard 

Build the chain-guard 

Perform tests on the chain-guard 

Integrate front fork, steer, luggage carrier and saddle pin into frame 

Integrate wheels, crank, light system and transmission into bicycle 

Integrate transmission, saddle, brake, paddles and mudguard into bicycle 

Integrate bell, chain-lock, steer-lock, chain guard and wheel reflectors into bicycle  

Student uses bicycle 

Student lets bicycle fall  

Student overloads bicycle 

Bicycle collides with wall  

Student fails to unlock bicycle 

Student fails to turn lights on 

Student able to brake on time 

Wheels 

Edges 

Tightened bolts/screws 

Protrusion 

Brakes 

Handlebar 

Height 

Turning 

Mass 

Standards 

Obstruction 

Tyre clearance 

Wheel clearance 

Chain guard 

Stable handling 

Red reflectors 

Clear reflectors 

Side reflectors 

Wheel size 

Frame size 

Luggage carrier strength 

Budget 

Chain guard 

Lights 

Frame lights 

Light batteries 
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Appendix 8: Project planning 



ID Task Name Duration

1 questionaire 9 days

2 Theoretical part 9 days?

3 work out information questionaire 4 days?

4 Product development 21 days?

5 Define the problem 3 days

6 Measure the need and set targets 3 days

7 Explore the design space 3 days

8 Optimize design choices 3 days

9 Develop the architecture 3 days

10 Validate the design 3 days?

11 Execute the design 3 days

12

13 Writing final report 6 days

14 optimalizing report 5 days?

15 making presentation 3 days?

16

17 Oral presentation 0,5 days

18

19 Tutoring 0 days

20 Tutoring 0 days

21 Tutoring 0 days

22 Tutoring 0 days

23 Tutoring 0 days

29-3

10-4

25-4

8-5

17-5

M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W T F S S M T W
25 Mar '13 1 Apr '13 8 Apr '13 15 Apr '13 22 Apr '13 29 Apr '13 6 May '13 13 May '13 20 May '13 27 May '13 3 Jun '13

Task

Split

Progress

Milestone

Summary

Project Summary

External Tasks

External Milestone

Deadline

Page 1

Project: planning
Date: Fri 31-5-13
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Appendix 9: Concept drawings 



Man bicycle
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Woman bicycle
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